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Others Injured In Penn yrile Car Crash

Three MSU Coeds Die In Accident
"Fittet Murray State University coeds
were pronounced dead at ,,the scene
following a four-vehicle chain-reaction
crash Sunday night on the Pennyrile
Parkway, six miles south of Madisonville, according to a Kentucky State
Police spokesman.
The victims were identified as Sandra J. Girten, 18, Stanley, freshman
journalism major; Rose Macy Hardesty, la, Route 5, Owensboro, freshman
undeclared major; and
Ann
Marcellino, 17, 2509 Middleground,
Owensboro, freshman math major, the
spokesman said.
State Police said a tractor-trailer
truck struck the vehicle in which the

three coeds were passengers, driven by
Billy E. Richeson, Owensboro. The
Richeson car then struck a car driven
by Bruce Oliver, Lafayette, which in
turn struck a car driven by Brannon
Lane,of Tennessee.
Richeson, 18, freshman general
business major and Clark Hall resident,
and two other occupants of his car,
Stacy Thorpe, 18, Owensboro, and
Cheryl Lynn Burke, 18, Utica, were admitted to the Regional Medical Center,
Madisonville.
Thorpe, a freshman undeclared major and resident of Richmond Hall, was
reported in critical condition with
multiple abrasions. Richeson and

Burke, a ireshnian recreation and park
administration major and White Hall
resident, both were listed as satisfactory, a hospital spokesman said.
Richeson had multiple trauma and
Burke had multiple contusions and
lacerations.
Girten and Marcellino were residents
of Springer Hall, while Hardesty was a
resident of Woods Hall.
No other people were injured in the
mishap, the police spokesman said. He
added all four vehicles were southbound.
Another fatality was reported in
Hopkins County in a motorcycle-auto
crash Sunday night two miles north of

Madisonville.
Police said the victim was the bike
rider, Jeffery Lee Martin, 16, of Ranson.
State Police reported two other
fatalities Sunday. A pedestrian,
Charles Kevin Fox, 18, of Fort Mitchell
was killed in Kenton County.at the intersection of U.S. 42 and Dixie
Highway. In Oldham County, Danny
Crouch, 24, of Crestwood was killed
when a vehicle ran off Kentucky 146 and
struck a tree about 21
/
2 miles east of his
hometown.
The statewide toll of 653 for this year
compares with 732 at this time a year
ago.

MSU Loan Default Rate Down In 1979-80

FOP TRASH BAG SALE - The Fraternal Order of Police currently is conducting its annual trash bag sale. Proceeds from the event will go toward
community projects, FOP president Ricky Latimer said. The sale will continue for about two more weeks. For more informati9n about the sale or
to place an order, call 759.4495. FOP officials ask that citizens do not call
the police station. Shown with the trash bags are Latimer (left) and George
King.

The default rate on National Defense
Student Loans(NDSI.) at Murray State
University for 1979-80 was 5.62 percent
- a reduction of 2.52 percent from the
previous year.
Johnny McDougal, director of student financial aid on the campus, said
the default rate will be reported in
November to the federal government,
which provides 90 percent of the funding for the program. He added that national and state default rate figures for
1979-80 are not yet available.
Schools requesting federal funds to
continue their NDSI. programs must
maintain a default rate of less than 10

percent to receive new federal dollars.
Historically, the default rate of the
NDSI. program has been low at Murray.
State. It was 8.14 percent in 1978-79,
compared to a national default rate of
16.04 percent and 13.15 percent for all
schools in Kentucky.
The outstanding balance of the NDSL
program at Murray State as of June 30
was $4.3 million.
McDougal explained that loan
repayments are reloaned to currently
enrolled students. In addition, new
federal dollars and university matching
funds make up the total loan fund. For
every $9 the university receives in

Percussion Section Judged Best Overall

Murray High Band Wins Third In Contest
The Murray High Tiger Band won the
third place trophy and the trophy for
best overall percussion section at the
Seccnd Annual Christian County Invitational Band Contest held Saturday at.
Walnut Street Staciiiun in Hopkinsville.
The band, which was entered in the
Class AAAA competition for large
bands, is directed by Charles Cobb and
Jim Wright. Twenty-seven bands participated in the contest sponsored by
the Christian County Band Boosters.
Ohio County High School, Hartford,
won the Class AAAA competition with
second place going to Daviess County
' High School, Owensboro. Class AAAA
color guard and majorette awards went
to Marshall County High School, and
the drum major award was presented
to Daviess County.

Lone Oak High School was the highest
scored band of all those entered in the
four classifications. Clarksville High
School, Clarksville, Tenn., received the
best overall soloist award.
Robert Johnson is MHS percussion
section leader: Other members of the
Section are Krit Allbritten, David Boyd,
Jill Burkeen;Craig Byrd, Bryan Doyle,
Mike Garland, Ross James, Ken
Mayfield,Pam Padgett, Robert Perrin,
Kevin Richardson, Tracy Rogers, Quinton Walls, Bart Washer, Darron Gibson
and Dale Dycus.
Lone Oak High School won the Class
AAA competition with McLean County
High School, Calhoun, placing second
and Henderson County High School
placing third. Lone Oak won the Class

inside today
Teachers and administrators in the Murray Independent School
System learned the true meaning of' walk a mile in my shoes" during the
recent Role Exchange Day. Pictures and a story on the event are on Page
8.
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periods of
rain
Periods of rain tonight with a
chance of thunderstorms, low in
low 50s. Mostly cloudy with rain
diminishing Tuesday,highs in the
upper 50s to low 60s early in the
day then falling slowly during the
afternoon.

AAA color guard and drum major
awards with the majorette award going
to Henderson County.
In Class AA, Hopkinsville High
School took the honors with Antioch
High School, Antioch, Tenn., and Montgomery Central High School,
Clarksville, Tenn., second and third
respectively. Class AA etr10-t-guard
award went to Hopkinsville with

Russellville High School taking the
drum major and majorette awards.
Trigg County High School was first in
the Class A r7ompetition followed by
Bremen High School and Webster County High School. Trigg County captured
the Class A color guard award, Bremen
received the drum major award, and
majorette honors went to Jo Byrns High
School.

County Schools, Local Doctors

federal funds, it must match with $1.
Much of the credit for the favorable
repayment rate, according to
McDougal, goes to the people of West
Kentucky and adjacent areas of other
states who have made up the bulk of the
enrollment through the years.
"Record of repayment is an indication of the kind of people they are," he
noted. "They are appreciative of any
opportunity for an education and conscientious about the financial obligation
incurred to get it."
McDougal said another significant

reason for the low default rate at Murray State is the all-out effort made by
the Student Financial Aid Office staff to
service loan accounts effectively and to
collect all loans, including the more
seriously delinquent accounts.
Staff members in the Student Financial Aid Office have total responsibilities for processing applications,
determining student eligibility, awarding loans and disbursement to
students, loan repayment billing, and
See LOAN, •
Page 12,-Column 7

Blue Grass C.B. Club Sets
Fifth Jamboree Saturday
The Fifth Annual Janibhree of the
Blue Grass State C. B. Club will be held
Saturday, Nov. 1, at Beshear Gym,
North 16th Street, Murray State University, with $800 of the proceeds to go
toward the fund for the Jaws of Life
equipment being purchased by the
Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club for the community.
Hawley Bucy,president, said the club
is a charitable organization and this
year pledged the $800 to the "Jaws of
Life" fund as this will benefit all Of
Calloway County.
Bucy urges all members and the
public to attend the jamboree to be held

from 5 to 10 p.m. on Saturday. Admission is free.
Life entertainment will be featured
with all types of games, contests, food,
etc., to be held. Trophies will be
presented tp best dressed instate, best
dressed outstate, largest club instate,
largest club outstate, farthest traveled
instate, farthest traveled outstate,
queen and king, 10 years and under by I
cent vote, and bucketmouth by 1 cent
vote.
Grand prizes will be a Golden Eagle
Mark IV, $150, and $50. For information
persons may call 492-8120, 753-4756, or
753-7521.

;cTo Present Forum At CCMS
Calloway County Schools and several
local physicians will present an open
forum called "Ask Your Doctor" at the
library of the Calloway County Middle
School, College Farm Road, with the
first session to be held Monday, Nov. 3.
Each session will consist of presentations by two physicians followed by a
period of open discussion where the
public will have the opportunity to ask
any question related to the subject.
"Hypertension" will be the topic for
the session on Nov. 3. Dr. Richard
Crouch and Dr. Clegg Austin will
discuss the subject as it relates to the
adult and adolescent point of view.
Following the question and answer
period, student nurses from Murray
State University will be available to
give blood pressure screening to
anyone interested.
The second session on Nov, 10 at 7
p.m. will concern "Diabetes" with Dr.
Donald Hughes and Dr. Bob Bacsik as
visiting physicians. A nutritionist will
be available to cover dietary questions.
The final session will be held Nov. 17
at 7 p.m. with Dr. Cherette and Dr.
Goldberg to discuss "Scoliosis," lateral

curvature of the spine, and present
their ideas for a school wide screening.
This will be provided for all seventh and
eighth grade students in the Calloway
System later in the year.
"These forums all to be held at the
Calloway Middle School are open to the
public, and we urge all interested persons to attend," said Janet Kirk,
Calloway Schools' Health Nurse.

Grant Allocated For
Carlisle Courthouse
PADUCAH-, Ky.(AP -1=A grant for
$200,000 has been allocated by the
Economic Development Agency to be
used in the reconstruction of the Carlisle County Courhouse at Bardwell, U.S.
Senator Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said
Saturday.
The courthouse was destroyed by a
fire early Wednesday. County officials
estimate the cost of replacing the
building at $800,000 to $1 million.
Ford said Robert Hall, director of the
EDA, had agreed on Thursday to provide the grant.

ALL-STATE PIANO ENSEMBLE MEMBERS - Dr. E. L. Lancaster (right)
nationally known group piano specialist at the University of Oklahoma,
makes a point about the music to five of the 35 students selected to perform with the All-State Piano Ensemble as a highlight of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association convention at Murray State University Oct. 1921. Shown are: (from left, standing) Amy Ross, Murray; Jon Cowherd,
Paducah; and Chris Anderson, Princeton; and (sitting) Kyle Hankins and
Joan Stafford, both of Paducah. Lancaster, a graduate of Murray State, conducted the ensemble in concert on Tuesday, Oct. 21. Members of the ensemble were selected by audition.

Murray State To Upgrade All-Jersey Herd

Embryonic Transplant Program Launched

qlt4b,

GHOULS, GOBLINS AND GAMES - Chills and thrills, as well as fun and
games, await those who venture out to the annual Kappa-Jaycee !Carnival
and Haunted Forest sponsored by the Kappa Department of the/Murray
Woman's Club and the Murray-Calloway County Jayceess at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds. Plenty of games are in store for the younger set such as the
dart throw, football toss, etc., and the older youngster should enjoy the
hayride out to the Haunted Forest. (The Haunted Rifest will not operate
during rainy weather, a spokesman said.) Also on hand at the Kappa Karnival will be the Talking Pumpkin, a visitor from the North Pole, as well as
refreshments. Proceeds will go to Kappa and Jaycee charitable projects.
$ The Karnival-Forest is open from 6-9 p.m.

An embryonic recovery and
transplant program will be launched at
Murray State University Wednesday,
Oct. 29, to genetically upgrade and improve the production of its registered
all-Jersey herd.
The non-surgical procedure, which
involves the removal of fertilized embryo from high producing milkers artifically bred by prize bulls and implanting them in desirable but lower- prbducing animals in the herd, will be
,performed on Murray Milestone Nancy,a 10-year-old milker in her 8th lactation with a 11 and one-half month calving interval.
She has a 29-month-old daughter,
Murray Samson Cathy, in the herd producing 7,794 pounds of milk in a 174-day
lactation. The two represent the only
daughter-dam combination in the Murray State herd, which in recent years
has experienced a marked reduction in
production.
Two sires were selected - Favorite
Saint as the primary sire and

Quicksilver Magic of Ogston as the
secondary sire. Both, according to Oren
I.. Hull, dairy superintendent at the
university farm, were selected "for
their strength in traits comparable to
weaknesses" in the Murray herd.
The recovery of the embryo from the
donating animal Wednesday is expected to take from 20 to 30 minutes,
Hull said, with the number of recipients
depending upon the quality and condition of the embryo selected. Implanalion involves approximately 15 minutes
per recipient, he said.
The transplants, the first- to be carried out in the Murray herd, will be
done by Dr. Russell Mauer and Bob
Miller of MOM Ova Transfer, Inc.,
Dundee, Ill., both Of whom are widelyrecognized in the field.
Although the average is 12, embryos
taken from artifically impregnated
cows in such a program can range as
_high as 30 in number, Hull said, emphasing that treatments with specific

hormones produce the multiple conceptions.
Once the cow conceives and is carrying embryos from both bulls, the embryos are collected within six to eight
days in the non-surgical procedure and
sorted out.
The selected embryos then are
isolated and incubated before being implanted in the recipient animals.
Known as "bringing up" the better
genes, the process is being used more
and more across the country by the
more progressive dairymen to improve
the quality of their herdttteet
,
ley beef
or milk cattle.
The procedure also is used to trade
the top characteristics of prize animals,
which are communicated through the
genes,_ between herds to prevent problemswhich could be experienced from
Inbreeding.
The Murray herd, Hull said, has a
five-year gap in replacements and
because of a lack of attention to its
genetic program, some of the more
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desirable blood lines of the original
herd - at one time one of the highest
producing Jersey herds in the state are about to become extinct.
At the present time, he said, 30 or
more replacements are needed.
"The program also will provide dairy
farmers of West Kentucky and
neighboring states, as well as the dairy
industry and the interested public with
information
and
working
a
demonstration in the field of reproduction for animal efficiency," he said.
"It is possible for a bull to sire more
than a million off-spring with the use of
sperm storage and artificial insemination," he went on,"but few cows
will give birth to more than 10 calves in
a lifetime, and most will have only
three or fuur. Implantation answets dw
problem of larger herd replacem,Vs in
less time."
Thursday, Oct. 30,from 6 until 9 a.m.,
Mauer and Miller will Conduct similar
transplants in the Charles Starks herd
at Kirksey.
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HAUNTED FOREST — Mayor Melvin Henley signs a proclamation declaring Oct. 27,
20, 29 and 30 as Kappa-Jaycee Haunted Forest and Karnival. Shown with Henley are
Linda Luther, Freda Steely, Tonda West, Kappa co-chairmen of the event, and Jason
West. The annual event, which will be from 6 to 9 each night at the Jaycee Fairgrounds, will feature many new attractions this year. Jaycee co-chairmen are Joe Kelso, Jerry
McCoy and Ted Delaney. The event is sponsored by the Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club and the Murray-Calloway Jaycees.

Organizational lleet4

Cancer Unit To Be Tonight
• An - organizationai meeting
to establish the MurrayCall-ins'ay Unit of the
Ankrican Cancer Society will
be held tonight i Monday) at 7
p.m. in the community' room
of the Calloway Public
Library, Main Streeet, Murray.
Functions of the unit were
conductea by the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club through 1978.

•
Since that time Murray and'
Calloway County have not had
an active cancer organization.
Gene Nipp, area vicepresident for the 13 county
Western Kentucky District,
and Dr. James H. Frank,
Murray-Calloway County unit
president, urge all interested
Murray and Calloway
residents to attend this impor-

tant meeting tonight.
Other officers for 1980-81 are
rWin; president
Barbara
elect; Edwina Simmons, vice
president; Jeannie Falwell,
secretary ; Linda Hunt.
treasurer.

CHEVY
CMASE

Nutrition Program Menus
For This Week Released

Held Orer
715.9 2'

Bruce Dern - Alin Margret
MIDDLE
AGE
CR A ZYA,

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
the Meals on Wheels have
been released for this week.
Meals are served at 12 noon.
Monday through Friday, at
Douglas, at 11:45 a.m., Monday through Friday, at Hazel,
400I at 12 noon, Tuesday and
Thursday, at Ellis Community
Center.
Menus are as follows: Monday — meatloaf, mashed potatoes, broccoli, hot roll,
margarine, sliced peaches,
milk, coffee or tea.
roast turkey
Tuesday
with noodles, peas, whole

baby carrots, hot roll,
margarine, mixed fruit with
whipped cream and nuts,
orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday — oven bar-bque chicken, green beans with
potatoes, creamy cole slaw,
hot roll, margarine, apple,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — roast pork,
white beans, mixed greens,
margarine,
cornbread,
chocolate cake, appl6auce,
milk, coffee or tea.
Friday — spaghetti and
meatballs, lima beans, tossed
bread,
salad, garlic
margarine, banana, milk, coffee or tea.
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SLAVENS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald B.
Slavens, 1306 Diuguid Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Jerald Parker,
weighing nine pounds six
ounces, born on Tuesday, Oct.
21, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. A. L.
Slavens, Kansas City, Mo., J.
W. Slavens, Columbia, Mo.,
and Mr. and • Mrs. M. M.
Parker, Jr., of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

SPECIAL

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

KING BOY
Eric Bradley is the name

chosen by Gail Norwood King
and George H. King for their
baby boy, weighing eight
pounds 434 ounes, measuring
214 inches, born On Tuesday,
Oct 14., at 5-47 am at. the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles NOrwood of liar- •
din Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Willard E. King of Fort
Madison, Iowa. Great grandparents are Mrs. Lou Norwood
and Mrs. Ermon Watkins of
Hardin Route 1 and Mrs.
Harry H. Baxter of Fort
Madison,Iowa.
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'Family Affair' May
Cause Bad Blood
DEAR ABBY: After trying for five years to get pregnant, I
went to a fertility specialist. He gave me some tests and
everything checked out perfectly, so he suggested that my
husband take some tests. At first my husband refused,-but
after much pleading and nagging, he finally consented. He
found that his sperm count was very, very low, which
accounted for my inability to conceive.
Now my husband wants me to have an artificial insemination using his brother's sperm. His brother, who has
-been married less than a year, agreed to be the donor on the
condition that absolutely no one except the three of us
knows-about it. He definitely does not want his wife to
know. He says if she's told, she might forbid it. And if we do
it without her approval and she finds out later, it might
break up their marriage.
Abby, I would feel deceitful and guilty not letting his wife
in on these plans. And even if she did approve, I'm afraid
my brother-in-law might take a special interest in our child,
or it might create a special bond between them. And what
about the child? Should he be told that his "uncle" is his
biological father?
I told my husband I would rather have an anonymous
donor from the sperm bank — that way I'd never have to
face the father, and I wouldn't feel guilty. My husband says
if his brother is the donor, our baby will be a blood relative
and seem more like his own.
I am terribly torn. What should I do?
CHILDLESS

H you don't have any underlying arterial disease in your
legs, then you can use some
other remedies. Many readers
have told me that wearing
heavy, long wool socks to keep
their legs warm during the
night will help prevent leg
cramps. Others report success
by using vitamin E and there
are some medical studies that
suggest there's some validity
to this. Still others do well
when they're given additional
calcium.
Why do warm, wool socks
help? Well, the feet are farther from the heart than any
other part of the body and at
night when your circulation
slows down they are likely to
get the least amount of the
blood. They tend to get colder
than the rest of the body as a
result. Apparently, in this cold
state the muscles are more
apt to cramp. It's not unusual
to have soreness in the muscles for several days after
you've had very severe
cramps.

e h Rose To
Dr. Josp
Speak At UCM Meet
Dr. Joseph Rose, Associate
Professor of Political Science
at Murray State University,
will be the guest speaker this
week at the United Campus
Ministry Luncheon on
Wednesday, Oct. 29. Rose will
speak on the topic, "1980
Political Prospects for Kentucky."
The
Campus
United
Ministry Luncheons are held
every Wednesday at 12:30
p.m. in the Ordway Conference Room at MSU. The
cost of the meal is $1.50.
Faculty,_students„end other
interested persons are encouraged to attend the informal luncheon. For more information call 753-3531.
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HONORED BY GROUP — Mrs. Eunice Garrison, LPN,
was selected Nurse of the Month at the last meeting of
District 17, Unit 1, Licensed Practical Nursing Association.
Mrs. Garrison has worked at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the past 32 years, most of this time having
been spent in the hospital nursery. The LPN association
will meet Tuesday, Oct. 28, at 6:30 p.m. at the Community Room of the North Branch of the Peoples Bank. A
potluck supper will be served with the LPN students as
special guests for the supper.

Awards Dinner For
Golfers Is Planned
The Annual Awards Dinner for the lady golfers of the Murray Country Club will be held Wednesday, Oct. 29, at the club
house. The pre-dinner social hour will be held in the Green
room from .6 to 7 p.m.,and the ladies golf conunittee will-be in
charge of the dinner which will be served at 7 p.m.
All lady members of the country club are invited to attend.
Reservations must be made by noon on Tuesday, Oct. 28, by
either signing the reservation list at the club house or by calltrig Edith Garrison at 753-5383. No reservations will be accepted after noon on Tuesday.
Mrs. Garrison said the cost of the dinner will be $.5 for'
ladies who are not members of the Ladies Golf Association.

ELLIOTT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Elliott of
Cuba are the parents of a baby
boy, Corey Lewis, born on
Sunday, Oct. 19, at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Bill
Rollins and Mrs. Flora Elliott
of Mayfield.
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DEAR CHILDLESS: Don't go along With your
husband's scheme unless you feel absoluteiy comfortable with the idea and have the unconditional
approval of the brother's wife.
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DEAR ABBY:Ior the last 10 years I've been meaning to
write this letter to you, but I always put it off until it was too
late for Halloween. This year I finally got around to writing
it en-time, and4sti9e-liepeittnalses your eoltime-, because it
could be very helpful.
My kids used to go out on Halloween for the usual "tricks
or treats" in their neighborhood. They would come home
with food bags filled with catury. They really couldn't
appreciate the candy because there was so much of it.
Besides, all that candy at one time wasn't good for them.
Well, while shopping in the variety store one day, I
happened to see an assortment of colored pencils. They
came in some beautiful colors — lavender, orange,shocking
pink, robin's egg blue, deep purple — just about every color
in the rainbow. I bought several dozen, and then shopped
other stores to add to my collection.
Came Halloween eve, I offered the trick-or-treaters a
colored pencil of their choice or a candy bar. Much to my
surprise, eight out of 10 kids chose a colored pencil instead
of a candy bar.
The next year I picked up an assortment of inexpensive
toys — rings, marbles, toy cars, the type of things one used
to find in a box of Cracker Jacks. Some of the smaller
children were delighted with that for a treat.
After 10 years I find that the pretty colored pencils rank
No. 1 with the trick-or-treaters in my neighborhood. If one
shops around, these pencils can be found for about 3 cents
each, which is a lot cheaper than candy. They're much
better for the youngsters, too. And if there are any left over,
you can always use them the following year. Candy gets
stale, pencils last.
PENCIL PUSHER IN ARIZ.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

• ••

als•Aveilable At
MICHELSON'S
Aleyflold

Our selection has never
been better — dozens of
styles at huge savings
This month only
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any single'
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DEAR PUSHER: Write on!

OFF
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DEAR DR
LAMB — Station, New York, NY 10019
Please explain folic acid.
Folic acid is water soluble
What is it? Does one need it in and excess amounts will be
supplemental form' What are eliminated from the body The
the symptoms of an overdose? one danger is that a person
Does'a person with pernicious will take folic acid preparaanemia need it?
tions and these will mask the
DEAR READER — Folic B-12 deficiency. The B-12
acid is really a vitamin and deficiency can result in a procomes from leafy vegetables gressive degeneration of part
or foliage. Liver also contains of the spinal cord even though
a lot of it. In some ways it the folic acid corrects the
acts like vitamin B-12 It is anemia During pregnancy
important in growth That is women may need extra folic
why a folic acid deficiency acid.
can cause an anemia like perDEAR DR. LAMB — I am
nicious anemia Red blood
and have terrific
cells are constantly being 52 years old
feet, mainly the
formed throughout life and if cramps in my
The cramps are
you cannot form new cells right foot.
and come on hard and
because of a lack of folic acid strong
night. The cramps
or 13-12 you will develop an quick in the
my foot and go up my
in
start
anemia.
calf I try hard to
A true4ase of pernicious .leg to the
it hurts. Finally, 1
anemia ft caused by a lack of walk and
the bathroom and get a
B-12 and replacement of B-12 get to
to put around it.
is sufficient to correct the cold towel
next day it's very
problem. Unless you also have Then the
needles. What
a folic acid ,deficieney you do sore and I feel
what can I do?
not also need additional folk is this and
DEAR READER — The
acid.
I am sending you The first thing to do is to have a
Health Letter number 4-5, medical examination. As a
man in your age group, you
Vitamin B-12, Folic Acid, Perhave a higher than average
nicious Anemia, which gives
likelihood of having disease in
you more details. Other readyour arteries. Many people
ers who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long, have cramps in the legs that
not associated with circuare
stamped, self-addressed envelation at all but it is somelope for it. Send your request
thing that you don't want to
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City .miss.

By Abigail Van Buren

Senior Citizens

Hi
Rani
ages
to 8
Pers
costa
ref r
Men
Intel
men-

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

For any additional information persons may contact Jim
Frank at 762-6189 or 753-1329.

Interc81

Thru Thur.
7 13,9:13

Importance of folic acid

layaway New or Charge It!
Also Available at MICHELSON'S
in Mayfirsa

(MICHEI.'SON'S
icr
E, Et

LEONARD
MRS.
(GLADYS) MCLAUGHLIN
will speak at the meeting of
the Gilbertsville Chapter of
Aglow
Women's
the
Fellowship to be held Tuesday, Oct. 28, at the Gateway
Steakhouse, Draffenville.
Luncheon will be at 10:30 a.m,
and the program at II:30 a.m.
The Women's Aglow is a
Inter..harismatic
denominational fellowship
and all women are invited to
attend, according to Ruth
Holland, chapter spokesman.
For Information persons may
call her at 1-527-8343. '

DEAR ABBY: My husband has heart disease among
other things and can walk only a few steps without resting,
so his doctor arranged for us to get a "Handicapped" sign
for our car.
Abby, you would not believe the number of people who
think special parking for the handicapped is only for people
in wheelchairs. We have been cursed at, insulted, and on one
occasion had garbage thrown at our car for using the special
parking space provided for the handicapped.
My husband doesn't appear to be ailing, but believe me, he
is a very sick man. Our neighbor, who has had a stroke, says
he has had the same problem; so please explain this to your
readers.
NO NAME, EgLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: You explained it well enough.
And if any readers out there need preferred parking
for health reasons, your local department of motor
vehicles will issue you a permit at your doctor's
request.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So,.,paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections
the

murray Ledger & Times
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Happenings In The Community Are Listed
Monday,Oct. 27
Halloween party for
Rangers and Rangerettes,
ages 8 to 15, will be from 6:30
to 8 p.m at the WOW Hall.
Persons should dress in
costumes with prizes and
refreshments featured.
Members may bring persons
interested in
becoming
members.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Jane Morton.

Memorial Baptist Church
will have a church wide roller
skating party from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Roller Skating of Murray.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets.

Baptist Men of Sinking Spring Church will meet at 7 p.m.
at the church.

Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet at 7 p.m-.
at the Calloway Public
Library.

, Tuesday,Oct. 28
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Rosanna
Miller at 7 p.m.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
.. Streets.

Concert by the Murray State
University Jazz Band,
directed by Ray Smith, will be
at 8:15 p.m. in the recital Hall
Annex, Fine Arts Center,
MSU. This is free and open to
the public.

Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Christian Church.

;er For
tnned

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Workshop In oil painting is
scheduled from 1 to 4 p.m. at
the Murray Art Guild.

Haunted
Kappa-Jaycee
Forest and Karnival, sponsored by Kappa Department
of Murray Woman's Club and
Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. at the
fairgrounds.

Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the educational
Building, second floor, First
Christian Church, with program to be study of tapes and
discussion on "Lonesomeness
and Loneliness." Persons may
meet at Denean's at 5:30 p.m.
to eat before the meeting.

cc Garrison, LPN,
he last meeting of
xrsing Association.
(-Calloway County
if this time having
le LPN association
p.m. at the Come Peoples Bank. A
e LPN students as

Monday,Oct. 27
Organizational meeting to
establish the Murray Calloway County Unit of the
American Cancer Society will
be held at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. For
information call 762-6189 or
753-1329.

Hospice Program will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

District 17, Unit 1, Licensed
Practical Nursing Association, will have a potluck supper at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank at 6:30p.m. The
LPN students will be special
guests at the supper.
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Chuch will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., at 7
p.m.
Senior Citizens will meet as
follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m. at
the Dexter Center; Douglas
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.;
Hazel Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Murray at Ellis Center
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will start at 6:30 p.m.
on WNBS.

iy golfers of the Muriy, Oct. 29, at the club
be held in the Green
f committee will be in
d at 7 p.m.
are invited to attend.
Tuesday. Oct. 28, by
club house or by call,
Creations will be ac-

Singles Class of the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
'

Frances Drake

7'e
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FOR TUESDAY, 0CTOBER 28, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- in behavior, but evening brrow be? To find out what the ings mental rapport and harstars say, read the forecast mony with close ties.
LIBRA
given for your birth Sign.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Not a favorable time for
ARIES
signing papers. Still, you are
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
Someone remains non- perceptive in money and
Gregg Smith Singers will committal about a
loan or dis- career matters. Look for opP.m.
8:30
concert
at
appear in
tant matter. Evening brings portunity.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray agreement among family SCORPIO
State University. Admission members in domestic matter. (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
17114
C
will be $1.
TAURUS
You're impatient to impleI Apr. 20 to May 20 titi ? ment a post-midnight idea.
A canceled appoiriiment or Unexpected upsets delay proI If Iiitcrest Is
mix-up in communications gress, but later, things go your
possible. A close ally may way.
seem out of sorts. Utilize com- SAGITTARIUS
monsense.
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
GEMINI
It may take a while to sort
May 21 to June 20)
out conflicting stories relating
Despite an unexpected ex- to financial matters. Day finds
pense, you're razor-sharp you especially sensitive.
when it comes to career in- CAPRICORN
terest. Late in the day finds ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
you at your best.
Both friends and a loved one
•
CANCER,
want your company. Find a
(June 21 toJuly 22)
way to include everyone in
A shopping trip to Hickory
Your enthusiasm for a plan- your plans. Congeniality acHollow Mall, Nashville, Tenn., ned outing could make you
has been planned for the edgy or lax on the job. Get AQUARIUS
Senior Citizens for Saturday, work done before enjoying a (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Dec.6. A Brooks bus will leave night out.
Watch out for one with a
smooth line. Minor career
at 8 a.m. from the parking lot LEO
behind the Murray Electric (July23 to Aug. 22) /244g worries should straighten out
Peace and quiet are all you by day's end.
System at North Fifth and
Olive Streets, and return at 6 need to make important pro- PISCES
gress in a study or research (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X -p.m.
Not a time to mix business
The cost will be $19 for the program. Domestic problems
are solved by day's end.
with pleasure. Uncomplicated
round trip. Persons interested
VIRGO
activities are favored. Enjoy
may call the Senior Citizens
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
family and quiet intellectual
office, 753-0929, or Toopie
A family member is hard to pursuits.
Thomas, coordinator, 753- pin down. Friends are erratic
YOU BORN TODAY have
8274.
executive ability but you work
best in partnership for you like
to share duties. You're more
inclined to a professional
career than business. You can
be an inspired leader when
motivated -by-an -ideal. Don't
let a tendency to dream or
drift interfere with acDon't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call_me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
complishment. You have a
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
fine mentality and would sucAnd the gifts, community and business information I bring
ceed in research, teaching,
wid save your family time and money.
writing, law and engineering.
Lot me hea ro T you icon.
You are also attracted to the
arts and would have success in
music and theater. Birthdate
of: Edith Head, costume
designer;
Elsa Lanchester,
Miry Hamilton 753-5570
legs King 492-9349
actress; and Evelyn Waugh,
writer.
The Blood River Associational WM11 will meet at 7
p.m. at the Blood River Baptist Church with the Rev. Kenneth Parks, missionary to
Chile,as speaker.

dinner will be $5 for
is Golf Association.

Senior
Citizens
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HEARING AID ANALYSIS
If you don't hear as well as you once
did, if your hearing aid whistles, or if you
suspect that it uses too many batteries,
you should take advantage of our special

the 10th of
their pay

service.
•FREE HEARING TESTS
•HEARING AID ANALYSIS
*CLEANING AND TUBING
REPLACEMENT
'BATTERIES AND REPAIRS
FOR ALL MAKES
•DISCOUNT BATTERY PRICES

IL

)r you and
getting
avoid the

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Men's Prayer Creakiest of
First
United
Methodist
Church will be at 7 a.m.

Second night of the KappaJaycee Haunted Forest and
Karnival,sponsored by Kappa
Murray
Department of
Woman's Club and Local
Jaycees, will be from 6 to 9
p.m. atthe fairgrounds.

Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

EST.
s/Emivo ca
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS

limes
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Parents Anonymous' will
meet at 6:30 pin. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.

Art lecture by Chris Burden,
sculptor from Los Angeles,
Cal, will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

Wednesday,Oct. 29
Third night of KappaJaycee Haunted Forest and
Karnival will be from 6 to 9
p.m. at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds. This is sponsored by the Jaycees and Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club.
Bridge will be played by
ladies of the Oaks 'Country
Club at 9:30 a.m. with Doris
Rose as hostess.

Wednesday,Oct. 29
Junior High Party will beat
Murray Lions Club Auction 7 p.m. at the First United
will start at 6:30 p.m. over Methodist Church.
iltadio Station WNBS.
On exhibition in the Clara
Congregational Dinner will
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Halloween Party will be be at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Center, Murray State Unim,----held at Fern Terrace
Lodge at United Methodist Church.
sity, will be a student show in
7 p.m.
graphic design by Sheryl Lynn
Annual Awards Dinner for
Nelson, Louisville, and a
lady golfers of the Murray
cefarnics exhibition by Susan
Douglas Center will be open Country Club will be at 7 p.m.
Belinda Jones, Vine Grove. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- with social hour at
6 p.m. at
These will be on exhibit tivities by the Senior Citizens the club. Reservations should
with lunch at 12 noon.
through Nov.9.
be made by noon on Tuesday,
Oct. 28, by calling Edith GarAlcoholics Anonymous will
Bible Overview will meet in rison, 753-5383.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky Exposi- the high school class room,
Overeaters Anonymous will
tion Center, College Farm education building, First
meet at 12 noon on the second
Christian Church, at 6:30 p.m.
Road.
floor of Baptist Student Union,
North 15th Street.

THE
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"A bank is a place where
they lend you an umbrella in
fair weather and ask for it
back again when it begins to
rain." -- Robert Lee Frost.
Declarer took an early
shower in his play of today's
perplexing game. And the
drenching came because he
failed to cash in on his
assets that were safely
tucked away in the bank.
Dummy's spade ace took
the first trick and a low
trump was led immediately.
East hopped up with his ace
and led his singleton
diamond, West's ace
winning. Back came the diamond queen and declarer
could not resist covering.
East
ruffed
away
dummy's king and the money had gone from the bank.
There was no longer any
way to make 10 tricks and
the contract went one two
light, when a desperate club
finesse failed.
•
To make his game,
declarer must count up to 10
winning tricks and then
make sure he keeps them.
And since the diamond king
is a sure 10th winner, he
cannot risk losing it to a
possible ruff.
After West wins the diamond ace and returns the
queen, there is no need for
dummy to cover -- the diamond king can win a trick
just as easily at a later time.
Declarer should duck
West's queen and now the
defense is helpless. West can
lead another diamond, but
there is no danger. Declarer
can ruff, draw the trumps
and then discard his losing
spade on dummy's king of
diamonds.
Winning a trick early is
NORT

ANSWER: Six hearts. The
opponents are certain to make
a grand slam somewhere and
six hearts doubled is about as
cheap a price. as you'll be
forced to pay.
Send bridge questions The Ares
PO Box 123(3. Dallas. Texas 75229
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.
COMBINATION
Would you like to combine,
two seasonal favorites for a
delightful toast? Use three
quarts of eggnog with one and
one-half quarts of apple cider,
add spices to taste tit teaspoon,each, of nutmeg and cinnamon, 4 whole cloves, 1 teaspoon grated lemon peel) and
heat over low heat. This may
also be served cold.

Adults 125
Nursery 10
10-18-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Garland, baby boy I Mary,,
Rt. 4, box 272, Cadiz,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Denise E. Futrell and
baby girl, 412 North Sixth
Street, Murray; Mrs Karen D.
Woolum and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Box 137, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Barbany Townsend and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Nyra I.. Gallimore and baby
xiy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Drusilla D. McKinney,
913 Westwood Drive, Murray; Mrs. Margie A. Winchester, Rt.8„Murray4Ke1ley
L. Howell, 1607 Looust Street,
Murray; Mitchell R. Hill, E-5
Murray Manor, Murray;
Denisha C. Waker, Rt.- 4, Murray.
Richard Darnell, Rt. I,
Hickman; Amber R. English,
Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. Virginia I.
Milliken, 7864 Shady Oaks
Traler Court, Murray; Mrs.
Patricia I.. Smith, Rt. 1, Ben-

.un , Linda M. Bennett, 1215
Murray Street, Mayfield.
Mrs. Lillian A. Dunn, 629
South Fourth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Edith S. Mathis, Rt. 4,
Murray; Mrs. Mabel Dillard,
404 North Cherry Street, Murray; Mrs. Audrey Wilkinson,
501 North Fifth Street, Murray; Mrs. Gertrude E. White,
Rt. 8, Murray.
Mrs. Nell P. Hendon, Rt. IL,
Murray; Mrs 'Elsie B.
Overbey, Rt. 1, Almo; Clyde
M. Fox, Rt. 5, Mayfield; Mrs.
Neva Miller. 901 North 18th
Streeet, Murray; James C.
Whaley (expired Rt. 1, Hazel.
MINI-PUMPKINS
For cheese mini-pumpkins,
shred Cheddar Cheese and bring to room temperature.
Whip it until smooth, adding a
small amount of milk if
necessary. Shape into small
pumpkins.. .foeming ridges.
with a dull knife and topping
with a whole clove for the
stem. Serve with crackers or
atop a slice of apple pie.

We would like to extend
best wishes to Tammy
Allbritten, bride-elect of
Kendrie Paschal& They
hove selected decorating
accessories from our
complete decorating line.
Tommy and Kendrie
will be married Dec.. 5,
1980.

1914 Coldwater
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753-7791

Directed lo Itiehard \:denim,

-Oct. 29 thru Nov. 1 — 8:00 p.m.

I0-27-A

Saturday Matinee — 2:00

4AK2
*K 8 7 5
*AA K J

Halloween Night, Friday, Oct. 31
12:00 Midnight

EAST
WEST
•Q 7 6 5
•J 10 9
A 42
V3
43
•AQI0964
+863
4C)9 7 4 2
SOUTH
48 4 3
•QI09879
*J 2
410 5

Adults S1.00
Students $2.110

Children (under 12) $1.341
Senior Citizens $1.30

Plume 739-1732 for Reservations
OLD FRIGFIT DEPOT
- -City-County Park

'Vulnerable : East-West.
Dealer: North. The bidding:
North
2 NT

East

Pass

South
4•

West
All pass

Opening lead Spade jack
not the prime objective.
Protecting the game-going
trick should take precedence.
Bid with Corn
South holds

10 27.11

•fl 4 3
•Q109/179
CI 2
410 5

See your doctor first...
Then visit us for professional service!

3id

Tuesday,Oct. 28
Murray I.ions Club Auction
will start at 6:30 pint. on Radio
Station WNESS.

:

North

This Advertisement C nmpliments Of

South

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

206S. 4th St., Murray, 753-8055

1201 Main Murray
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Looking Back
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10 Years Ago
James Frank Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Wilson of Murray, has been
granted a fellowship of $3,500 by the
United States Public Health Services
Radiological Health Fellowship for him
to continue work on his dessertation for
his Ph.D on radiation physics at the
University of Tennessee.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Calie B.
Wade,71.
Dr. Richard D. Hurt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Hurt of Murray, has been
accepted for a residency at Mayo
Brothers Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ota Truman Stalls of
Hazel Route 2 will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Nov. 1
with open house at their home. They
were married on Oct. 30, 1920.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gingles • Wallis attended the meeting of the National
Association of Retail Druggists held at
Atlantic City, N. J.
Bob Brown, member of the class of
1946 at Murray State, won the first Murray State University Alumni Open Golf
Tournament held during homecoming
events at MSU.

A Tribute From
The Murray Lions Club
BRYAN TOLLEY:
MR.LION
When the Murray Lions Club was
formed September 14, 1939, Bryan
Tolley was there. He was one of the
twenty-four charter members and his
attendance at that meeting was the
beginning of forty one sears of perfect
attendance.
Always in the forefront, he remained
active until ill health forced him to curtail his activities. Even from,- his
hospital bed he continued to support the
Murray Lions Club. One of the last
things he did before departing Ihis life
October U. 1980, was to make a contribution to-the club's annual radio auction. •
. When the Kentucky Lions Hall of
Fame was established in the mid.'70s,it
.was ruled thaLany..Lion having.served
in an International office would be _included automatically. Beyond this
automatic inclusion, only a limited
number of Lions would -be inductO
each year, based on their record of service and their contribution to Lionism.
It, was thus fitting , that Bryan Tolley
was.in the first group to be inducted into
the Kentucky Lions Hall of Fame, the
only member of the Murray Lions Club
to be so honored.
Serving as the Murray Lions Club's
fourteenth president; i 1952-53). he was
the sponsor of fifty three new members.,
He was awarded the Grand Master Key
for sponsoring fifty members,a feat unmatched in the history of the Murray
Lions Club. On one single day he personally brought in ten new members.

Bible Thought
And above all these things put on
charity, which is the bond of perfectness. — Colossians 3:14.
Charity in its broadest sense means
brotherly love, The most .perfoct
maiiifestalion..oLour Christian faith...is
found in the acts of brotherly love
that we are all able to perform each
day.

This at a time when membership was
quite low due to Worth War II.
When the Murray Lions Club
celebrated its fortieth anniversary
September 11, 1979. a forty year history
of the club was compiled and appropriately dedicated to Bryan Tolley.
He was also recognized at that program
as the only charter member still active
in the elub.
The Murray Lions Club joins the
family of Bryan Tolley, his friends and
the entire community in mourning the
passing of thisgreat man.
The Murray Lions Club was made
better because of Bryan Tolley. The
Murray Lions Club might not have been
without Bryan Tolley.

Letter To The Editor
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Oppose Tax
To The Editor:
I strongly oppose the upcoming
payroll tax for several reasons. It hurts
those who work for minimum wage, it's
unfair to those county residents who
drive to Murray'for work, and it comes
at '; time when other taxes are going up.
Perhaps a majority of the working
class people of Murray work for $3.10
an hour, or bist a little more. Mr.
Beriley a family Of FOUR is eligible for
social assistance if they make
or less. Mr. Henley, Council Members;
Are you going to tax these people?
Also it's high time the city of Murray
learned to keep it's .-own finances in
order without dipping into the wallets of
those who live in the county. If our
houses burn will the Murray fire
department assist? NO!
Now!.Mr. Henley; Council Members;
Don't you know-that the gocialSecurity
tax is going up over seven per cent next
year? Do you really 'want to add two
percent to our misery?
Kerry Letterman
Rt. 1 Box 152
Alm,Ky.

$p000m

Changes In The Kremlin

20 Years Ago

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Hekrtline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexaridria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column. •
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me what
the Part "A" deductible under
Medicare is going to be raised to. As I
understand it, it is going to raise above
$200. B.M..
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An AP News Analysis
• The coverage reflected the official
,By THOMAS KENT
hew that Communist Party policy
Associated Press Writer
takes precedence over the men who exMOSCOW (API — The resignation of
ecute it.
.
ailing Premier Alexei N. Kosygin is exThe departure of Kosygin came just
immediate
impact
pected to have little
two days after the election of 49-yearon Soviet policy, but observers here - old-Mtkhail Gorbachev to full memberbelieve it offers important hints about
sNFin the Politburo,and someanalysts
future personnel changes In the aging
believe the two events could be closely
Kremlin hierarchy.
linked.
Western analysts say the appointment of Deputy Premier Nikolai A.
•
4444++4+++++++++++444-4+++4-44•44-444-444Tikhonov as successor to the 76-yearold Kosygin strengthens the hand of
—473
President Leonid I. Brezhnev,
Tikhonov's long-time close friend and
associate. But they say the new
premier's advanced age,-75, indicates
he may only be an interim replacement. "
By Der•thy and Kerby Jennings
Brezhnev,73, announced the Shakeup
DoWleoliWiti MAI • - •
Wednesday in a speech to the Supreme
4444444444+++++4444•44-•••••-•••••+++44+444•44.4
Soviet, the national Parliament.
His speech included no praise for
No delay was entertained by the directorate of the 30,000 memKosygin, but Western analysts said
- hers of the Kentucky Artificial Breeders Association recognizing sir.
Kosygin apparently left the No. 2
,outstanding Calloway County dairymen for maintaining herds of
Kremlin post while in good political
exceptional butterfat levels. They were W. D. McCuiston, William
standing. If so, he joined former PresiE. Hendon, Dan Shipley, Paul Blalock, Otley White and Max Oliver,
dent Anastas Mikoyan as one of the few
top Soviet leaders to resign of his own
most of whom were representatives
of the southeast section of the
•
will.
county.
The official reason given for
Carrier Corp., nationally known manufacturer of air conditioning
Kosygin's resignation was ill health —
equipment, announced the company had leased the building forhe reportedly suffered at least two
heart attacks in recent years. Reports
merly occupied by Winslow Engineering Company on East Main
of failing health have often been used
Street, and would employ an estimated crew_ of 20 employees in the
by Viet leaders to disguise forced
manufacture of electronic air cleaners and humidifiers.
ousters, but Soviet and Western
Opening days for the tobacco market showed measurable more
analysts here believe Kosygin's desire
strength when one and half million pounds of dark fired tobacco
to step down was genuine.
"He has been trying to resign for
were sold at an average of $43.30 per hundred, establishing an
some time," said a Soviet source who
all-time record. Later in the, year, Boone Hill, president of the
knows Kosygin's family. "He just
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Association, resigned his office after
wanted to rest, to fish. But other Soviet
38 years as chief executive officer.
leaders have been reluctant. Perhaps
Although tobacco no longer claimed a preeminence in the
they've been wondering how to replace
him."
economy, the announcement of high rates buoyed the city fathers
Western experts believe the resignain levying an additional 20 per cent increase in the privilege tax
tion of Kosygin — who handled
ieflecting the mounting demand upon the revenues of
economic affairs and the day-to-day
the city Jy the expanding_ corporge_ limits and coping with legal
running of the government— may have requirements of „third 'class cities.
set an important precedent for other
members of the aging national leaderRoaring through the darkness the night of April 3, 1968, a
ship to step down eventually, rather
tornado dropped down to touch Penny and to cut a path across
than die in office.
.
die north section of the county in a northeasterly pattern, bringing
Many past Soviet leaders have clung
death to Mr. and Mrs. bond Ladd, injuries to two others needing
to their jobs as long as their lives or
hospitalization, and 20 folks given medical out-patient treatment.
their political support lasted.
But despite a comment in 1976 by one
Murray-Calloway County Rescue,Squad commandeered rescue oper.
member of the ruling Politburo that 70
ations, clearing'fallen trees blocking highways 1348 and 80 in
is only "middle age," Soviet leaders
Marshall County, and reporting extent of damage. The squad,
are suffering increasingly from health
directed from a short-wave outlet in the Murray Democrat office,
problems and others may also seek an
literally lived up to its name as a rescue organization and displayed
honorable way out of office.
Brezhnev himself has frequently
a symbolic compassionate attitude of Calloway citizens, although
been ill in recent years but lately he has
not anticipating compensation for their heroic labors. Appropriately,
appeared in better health.
later in the year, the squad conducted a door-to-door canvass to
Defense Minister Dmitri F. Ustinov,
secure funds in the north section of the county, and in December
71; KGB Security police chief Yuri V.
staged the Boots Randolph Show at Murray State in an effort to
Andropov, 66; ideologist Mikhail A.
.Suslov 77 and other members of the rulraise funds for a new fire truck. Both efforts were rated dismal
ing 15-member Politburo have all
financial failures, despite Fire-Rescue knights of the night noble
disappeared from public view for long
efforts'in --fiX1'711ter;rant._
this- time, chief of the squad. Ztlivni
- pettonsandmissed major •eventik
Jinfngs' was adviseci,not to depend upon free-will offerings but,
• Kosygin's departde was handled
with dignity and downplayed in the ofto look with askance to city and county governments for underwritficial news media,a sign of how similar,
ing the Squad's adventure in the world of volunteer efforts.
departures might be handle in the
future
To Be Continued
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ANSWER: The $180 deductible under
Part "A" of Medicare will raise to
$204.00 on January 1, 1980. This means
that if you go into a hospital and you
participate in the Medicare program,
you will owe, out of your own pocket,
the first $204 of the hospital charges.
Many of the Medicare supplements
on the market today will pay this $204
deductible. Many of these Medicare
supplement policies have coverage that
automatically raises when the deductible raises each year.
If you have a Medicare supplement
policy or are considering purchasing
one, we suggest that you order
Headline's sGuide to Medicare Supplements. This guidebook contains a
policy checklist which will help you
understand what your policy will and
will not do. To order, send $1.75 to
Headline Dept. IN,114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
•
-.
HEARTLINE: Is it tree that. the '
Veterans' Administration will help pay
for a headstone if I am buried in a
private cemetery? D.R.
ANSWER: Yes. A new Veterans Administration benefit has helped pay for
headstones or grave markers for
almost 40,000 veterans buried in private
cemeteries since it first became

Murray High School was presented
with an American flag by Camp 592 of
the Woodmen of the World in chapel
ceremonies at the school. Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis made the presentation for the camp to Fred Schultz, Murray High principal.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Maurice
Bucy, 78, and Jesse A.
Parker,88.
The yearbook of the Murray
Woman's Club won first place at the
meeting of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
held at Hickman. Mrs. Howard Olila
was yearbook chairman for Murray.
Bernard Harvey, administrator of
the Murray Hospital, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club held
at Kirksey School with dinner being
served by the Penny Homemakers.
Mrs. Jessie Cole was elected as president of the Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle, Grose. 126, at a recent dinner
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Murray State College beat Union
University of Jackson, Tenn.,in a cross .
country meet at Jackson,Tenn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
'
"Bells Are Ringing'' starring Judy
Holliday and Dean Martin.

available in 1979.
The legislation permits VA to reimburse part of the cost of an individual
headstone or marker placed on the
grave of a veteran buried in a private
cemetery. The reimbursement cannot
exceed the average cost of headstones
purchased by VA for this purpose. The
current amount is $53.00.
Families of veterans who select a
burial site for a deceased veteran in a
private cemetery now have two options
for VA assistance in marking the grave.
VA will provide a headstone or grave
marker free of charge arid ship it to the
consignee .designated on the application. Cost of placing' the marker in a
private cemetery must be borne by the
- applicant., however, if a marker other
than the VA standard is chosen, VA will
reimburse up to $53 toward its cost.
Application for reimbursement can
be filed at any VA regional office. Applicatiens for the VA headstone or
marker should be addressed to Director, Monuments Service, Department
of Memorial Affairs, Veterans Administration, 810 Vermont Ave, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20420. The VA
assistance on headstones is in addition
to the 6300 VA burial allowance and a
$150 plot allowance.

c:

30 Years Ago
The support price for the 1950 crop of
corn in Calloway County is $1.54 per
bushel,according to Q. D. wilsOn,chairman of the County Production . and
Marketing Administration Committee.
Featured in the Murray High School
Homecoming parade today are the
Murray -High Band directed by Betty
Davis and led by Charles (Boogie)
Thurman, drum major, and every stu.-denVfrom the first to the 12th grades.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris
celebrated their 51st wedding anniversary on Oct. 22.
The Senior Girl Scouts will sell forget
me nots on Saturday for the, benefit of
the Murray Chapter of the Disabled
American Veterans, Otis Cohoon, commander.
Births•reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Rex Cooper, a girl to .
Mr.and Mrs. Ernest Skinner, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Long, all on
Oct. 19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell W.Terhune,Oct. 21.
"Mrs. Will Shelton picked us some
chrysanthemums out of her yard.Some
of them were pale and she said that

Open Forum

Does One Vote Count?
By Mark Bazzell
Farmington,Ky.
Voting. A privilege for Americans.
One of the Bill of Rights. But do we
honor it as a privilege? Do we even take
advantage of this right? It we do. not
then we are not being a part of our national heritage.
But first, what is voting and who can
vote? Voting is a method by which people choose their leaders and decide
public issues. Who may vote? The 26th
Amendment of the United States Constitution grants the vote to American
citizens 18 years or older with the exception of those confined to prison or
other mask institutes.
But how important is that one vote
that American citizens are responsible
for casting? How important is one vote?
Think about it. If you think of its importance in terms of something contributory to the overall good of your city, state, and nation, well, that's
alright. But the foremost consideration
Must be its importance to you.
Your vote is your voice in the government of your country. As a shareholder
in the biggest free corporation in the
world, you declare with your vote, your
rights and privileges'as an American
citizen. As an American citizen you are
casting your vote to continue every one
of those freedoms for which so many
people you never knew have given their
blood,sweat,tears, and even their lives
to preserve for you.
There are 15,636 registered voters in
Calloway County. In last year's governors election only 6,404 voted. Why did
so few people vote? Many excuse
themsevles from voting with the alibi
that one vote wouldn't make any.cutWRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signediby the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
Included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
or-relearilty.. letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger di'
Times,
,Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

ference. History, however, has proven
that one vote really can make 'a difference!
Then how important is one vote you
may ask?
WELL...
In 1645, one vote, gave Oliver
Cromwell Control of England.
In 1849, one vote, caused Charles I of
England to be executed.
In 1776, one vote gave Americans the
English language instead of the German language.
In 1845, one vote, brought Texas into
the Union.
In 1839, one vote, elected Marcus
.•

• 1011

io

In 1868, one vote,saved President Andrew Johnson from impeachment.
In 1876, one vote, changed France
from a monarchy to a republic.
In 1876, one vote, gave Rutherford B.
Hayes the presidency of the United
States.
In 1923, one vote, gave Adolf Hitler
leadership of the Nazi party, resulting
in the slaughtering of 6 million men,
women, and children. Sixty percent of
the Jewish population in Europe.
And in 1941, one vote, saved Selective
Service just, twelve days before the
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
How important is one vote? Your
vote? A wise man once said, "Liberty
Means Responsiblity - This is why most
men dread it." Do you dread it or do
you consider it your responsibility-to be
preserved where it counts most? In the
ballot box? Is one vote all that important?? - •
YOU BET YOUR FREE LIFE IT IS!
Mirrra3r
. Ledger & Times
USPS X111 7001
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the column, • "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday; Oct. 27, the 301st
day of 1980. There are 65 days left in the
- year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 27, 1978, Egypt's President
Anwar Sadat' and Israel's Prime
Minister Menachem Begin were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
On this date:
. In 1806, Napoleon Bonaparte's forces
occupied Berlin.
fit 1961, Mauritania and Mongolia
were admitted to the United Nations.
In 1966, the U.N. General Assembly
proclaimed termination- of South
Africa's Mandate over. South-West
Africa.
In 1977, President Carter ruled out
any U.S. embargo on trade with South
Africa or any ban on investment in that
nation to protest its racial policies.
Five years ago: As gun battles
spread in Beirut, Lebanon,the U.S. embassy urged American citizens to
evacuate dependents and nonessential
personnel from Lebanon:
One year ago: Conservative Roman
Catholic Rev. Charles Coughlin died at
the age of 88. He was widely known for
his Depression-era radio broadcasts
which attacked President Roosevelt,
communists and labor unions.
Today's birthdays: Deputy Secretary
of State Warren Christopher is 55.
Baseball Hall of Fame member Ralph
KIner is 58. Actress Ruby Dee is 56.
Thought for today: What we see
depends mainly on what we look for —
John Lubbock, English astronomer
(1803-1865).
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Combines Are Boom To Seed Growers
Pontiac, Ill. — More of the
soybeans farmers plant are
probably going to germinate
into productive plants in the
future if they've been
harvested with new rotary
combines that have'appeared
on the market in the past few
years. That's the concensus of
seed company .officials who
have been taking a close look
at the damage done to seeds
during the harvesting process.
One of the latest seed companies to report its findings on
the reduced damage aspects
of the new Twin Rotor combines is the Wilkins Seed Company based here in the heart of
the Corn and Soybean Belts.
"We tested the most popular
variety of soybeans grown
here in this area during the extremely difficult harvest
period in the fall of 1979, and
the seed beans harvested with
the Twin Rotor combine's were
head and shoulders above
those harvested by conventional machines," says Gene
Swartz, co-owner and general
manager of the seed firm.
Wilkins, one of the largest
independent seed producers in
Illinois, conducted the germination tests after seeing the
great difference in beans
harvested by the two types of
combines,Swartz says.
"Our tests showed the Twin
Rotor-harvested beans had an
average 96 percent germination rate," Swartz says. "That
was,10 percent higher than the
average germination rate for
beans, harvested by the conventional type combines."
Swartz says one bin of Twin
Rotor-harvested beans had
99% germination.
The Twin Rotor combine used in the test is a relatively
new machine that differs
greatly from the traditional
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History

combines still used by most Ron Touxbaugh, a farm equip- coln seed company, says
farmers. The old-type ment dealer in Streator. Tom- Miller.
machines use a cylinder- baugh says a number of
"The seed buyer was so
pleased with the quality of the
concave
thrashing elevator operators have been
mechanism across the front of telling him of noticeable im- crop harvested with a Twin
the combine that rubs and provement in the condition of Rotor unit that he had pictures
pounds the grain away from beans harvested by the Twin taken and put out a news
release praising the farmer
the stalk. The Twin Rotor Rotor combines used by
for producing a crop with low
machines use a more gentle farmers in this area.
damage, the least trash and
spinning action to move the
"I know of four different
crop through the machine.
the best germination of any
elevator operators who have
seed brought in," the store
Centrifugal force, created
checked beans harvested by
by the spinning rotors, helps
manager says.
four different Twin Rotor
lift the crop away from the
Griffith, the McNabb seed
machines"owned by four difstalk faster than the old
ferent people. All the company president, says he
method. This means there is
operators agree that the Twin wishes more farmers would
less need for harsh impact
Rotor-harvested beans are start using the new rotarybefore the crop falls through
cleaner and have less type combines. And he may
grates and moves to the much
get his wish in the near future.
damage than those from constorage tank.
Since the Sperry New Holland
ventional combines," TomThe germination tests at
machine was introduced in
baugh says.
Wilkins have been backed up
1975, several other manufacDan Miller, a farm equip- turers have introduced rotaryby the reduced damage findings of other seed companies ment store manager in Clin- type combines. Other comin the area. Lynn Griffith, ton, Ill., says there's no doubt panies are expected to follow
improved suit in the futine.
the
president of Griffith Seed about
Company in McNabb, Ill., harvesting capability of the
The manufacturers' interest
points to what he calls "amaz- rotary machines among seed in developing rotary-type
ing" results he has had with companies and seed pro- machines is spurred by the
soybeans harvested with a ducers in his area.
comments of combine users
Twin Rotor combine. The
"We've sold seven Twin like Leon Leffle and Terry
machine, manufactured by Rotor units for use in seed Jamison.
Sperry Net& Holland, was the harvesting."One of the units
I,effle and his son, Rick,
first rotary-type combine in- went to a corn produced whose
troduced Mid has been steadi- crop was just about ruined by operate a custom seed
ly gaining popularity among the dry weather. He figured harvesting business near
farmers. Seed growers have that with the Twin Rotor com- Yuma, Arizona. A wide variebeen especially impressed by bine he got an extra ten bushel ty of vegetable, flower and
grain seeds are raised in the
the new type machines.
an acre out of a 210-acre field.
"I checked the records for It was a single cross seed and area. The Leffle seed
the past few years and came at better than $40 a bushel for harvesting operation involves
up with some really amazing seed they more than paid for some of the smallest and most
difficult of all seeds to
figures," Griffith says.
the combine with the extra
"One farmer brought in seed taken from that one harvest.
"Some of these vegetable
2,518 bushels of soybeans field," Miller says.
and flower seeds are almost
harvested with a Twin Rotor
A seed grower in Lincoln imp21ssible for some people to
machine. We got 2,412 bushels
found himself the subject of a see with the naked eye. You
of seed beans bagged from
news release put out by a Lin- can see what kind of
that, which figures out to four
percent loss to damage and
trash. Normally we figure on
12 percent," he says.
In another Twin Rotorharvested crop the total beans
brought in was 3,673 bushels
By DIANA TAYLOR
Land Study through which
with 3,510 bushels bagged for
Associated Press Writer
federal officials hope to detail
'seed. Again, the loss was
FORT MITCHELL, Ky. the nation's farmland
about four percent.
_ ."However, I'd say that at (AP) — A forest and range _-_resources. He outlined some of
least half of that loss was dug_ specialist estimates that the the study's findings during his
United States is losing three speech.
to handling the beans at the
He-said the U.S. has 125
farm and here at our place. million acres of rural land to
So, I'd say- he was coming out other uses every year, but not million acres of potential
of the field with about two per- all losses are coming from cropland but that cannot be
cropland.
considered a reserve ready to
cent trash and damage in the
Thomas Schenarts told the be tapped for crop production.
combine. And, that is really
Governor's:Conference on the Much of that land is already
amazing as anyone in the seed
business...will tell you," Grif- Environment Thursday that a producing other commodities,
popular myth is that the coun- such as meat or wood, which
fith says.
The findings didn't surprise try loses three million acres of also are needed by the nation.
prime farm land a year to
Schenarts said it is difficult
housing or urban develop- to gauge whether the nation's
ment. While the number of lost croplands will be able to prorural acres reaches that total, duce enough food to meet dethe number of cropland acres mand in the future. Making
"paved over" annually is that determination hinges on
WASHINGTON
AP
—
closer to 600,000, he said.
export levels, which conRetail prices for dairy proSchenarts, a member of the sistently vary, and on the
ducts were 10.1 percent higher
U.S. Forest Service, worked technology farmers will have
in August than they were in
on the National Agriculture at their disposal in coming
the same month of 1979, and
the upward trend is expected
to continue, the Agriculture
Department says.
The_clepartment said Tuesday the dairy product price increase compares with a 9.5
percent overall increase in
food prices.
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Pork A Plenty

Danny M.Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372

207-Calorie Bargain

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Bonaparte's forces

nia and Mongolia
:United Nations.
General Assembly
nation of South
over South-West

Dedication Set For UK's New
Research-Education Center

U.S. Losing.Acres Of Rural Land

Dairy Retail Prices
Higher In August

Eddie Boggess, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hampton Boggess
of Dexter Route 1, has been
selected as FFA Member of
the Month for October by
the Calloway County Chapter of Future Farmers of
America. Eddie was selected
as a result of winning_ the
Chapter Tractor Driving
Contest, which was held in
September. Eddie is a senior
at CCHS.

harvesting problem that
creates," Rick says.
The Leffle's used a Twin
Rotor combine and a finelytuned conventional machine
side-by-side in a field of Dicon
radish. Then,they checked the
results carefully.
"The conventional machine
gave us 600 pounds of seed per
acre with a 33 percent dockage
rate for damage and trash.
The Twin Rotor combine,
however, was able to give us
1,100 pounds per acre with only a 10 percent dockage rate,"
Leon says.
"We've been more than
pleased with the job the Twin
RECOGNITION OF PROGRAM — Dyring the Kentucky Association of( onservation
Rotor combines have been doDistricts State Convention Awards Program at Louisville, in September. Kenneth Bean
ing in our crops. I believe this
president, presented the Area Goodyear Conservation Award to Albert Wilson and
is the harvesting machine of
Thomas Armstrong, supervisors for the Calloway County Conservation District and
the future," says Leon.
Steve Alcott, Soil Conservation Service. The award was given in recognition of the
In Tiptonville, Tenn., comOutstanding Conservation District Program in the First Soil and Water Conservation
mercial soybean seed grower
Commission Area for the program year 1979.
Terry Jamison has been using
ten of the Twin Rotor combines since 1978. Jamison has
harvested more than 18,000
acres of soybeans including
the initial seeds for the new
Bedford variety.
"We used to have to dump
Tile Universi. • ,f K,ritur.k
research and education pro- attending educatiotia
the trash from our cyclone
cleaners about every 2,500 College of Agriculture's new grams which are needed to meetings and seminars.
"The new center better
bushels. But, since we began $2 mill ton research and educa- develop the great potential of
using the Twin Rotor com- tion center located t tri the West agriculture in west _Ken- facilitates existing research
bines we've gone through Keil' ucky Substation farm tucky," said Charles F. Bar- programs at the substation
70,000 bushels before cleaning near Print eton will be nhart, Dean of the UK College and will open the way for dodedicated October 28. The of Agriculture.
ing new research identified as
them," Jamison says.
This' area prodUced nearly needed especially,by farmers
American farmers have Public is invited, to attend the
been fighting for a bigger ex- dedication ceremony which half of Kentucky's corn:crop, in west Kentucky but also ser'90 percent of its soybeans and ving the rest of the state." said
port market for their crops starts at 1:30 p.m. CST.
A large on-story ;concrete 80 percent of its wheat. Oran Little, Associate Dean
and the realization that clean,
block 'and brick veneer struc- Western Kentucky includes for Research. New resjarch
undamaged corn, beans 'and
grain is important for foreign ture, the new facility covers six of the state's.top.pork pro- planned includes sObeart
ducing counties and two of its breeding with emphasis on immarkets has led. them to de- about an acre of ground.
"The center provides leading fruit and vegetable proving yields, Weed control.
mand unproved harvesting
facilities for expanding growing counties.
preventing crop damage from
methods
The new building was about plant disease, more efficient
41,000 square feet of floor use of fertilizers,' and the
area. It contains research and development of new tobacco
demonstration laboratories varieties specifically adapted
needed for crop and livestock to the area.
production projects, and ofPrograms and staff - bad —
years.
disturbance and disposal of fices of faculty and staff in- "500igroWn the old building
But he said the land study shale after removal of the oil,
volved in programs of the which was constructed in the
showed that the country IS
Kentucky has oil shale Agricultural Experiment Sta- 1920's for a staff of two men.
"not ..going ..to. • be out of deposits in 33 counties and the tion andCooperative Exten- Naw . there are 20 - Extensioncropland in the immediate elate Natural Resources sion Service.
specialists and research scienfuture," adding that there is a Department, by next July, exSpace in the new center also tists plus support personnel
sufficient supply to last .at pects to write - regulations provides facilities for com- housed in the new facility,
least through the year 2030.
puter and data processing,
The new center, which had
covering the industry.
"But that only buys time,"
Until then, operations in- specialized instrumentation, a been in the planning stages for
he said, adding that the nation volving five or fewer acres library for. reference over 10 years,is viewed by Litnow has the chance to do will be permitted as long as material's.and current scien- tle as an investment in
something to preserve its operators meet the depart- tific publications, modern research and development
cropland.
registration communications equipment programs needed by west
ment's
In, Kentucky, the 2512 guidelines.
and a denionstration kitchen. Kentucky agriculture to
9
million acres of the state hold
Lecture and conference rooms achieve its potential, for
can accommodate 400 people growth.
3'z million people, resulting in
an average of seven acres per
person, said Glenn Kelley of
the U.S. Soil Conservation SerYou can look forward to
vice.
Of the seven acres about seeing plenty of pork in the
supermarket throughout the
three are forest land, another '
Vs are urd for pasture and rest of the fall and into winone is classified as ter. More and more hogs are
Licensed For
miscellaneous, Kelley said. coming to market so there is
Commercial & Residential
The remaining 1'2 acre are us- more pork to choose from at
affordable prices. Penny-pinched for cropland.
"Kentucky has a limited ing shoppers will be especially
acreage of land that is suitable, alert to specials on pork for
Miarrny, Ks,
for production of foot'.'and - the_y offer the best return on..
fiber," Kelley said, and it is the meat dollar. If freezer
difficult to measure the state's space allows, you'll want to
stock up on all your favorite
loss of prime farmland. "But
pork cuts when the prices are
food shortages are a possibilimost favorable.
ty if we continue to lose our
best agricultural land to irrei?ersible uses," he said.
"The people of Kentucky
are beginning to realize that
Those who have been
down the road some difficult
avoiding pork because of j,15
decisions will need to be
"fattening- reputation, have
made."
been sacrificing needlessly!
Dr. Irvin Jescoat, a An
average 3-Ounce serving of
representative of the U.S. En- cooked lean pork
contains only
vironmental Protection 207 calories and
can easily be
Agency's Cincinnati office, included in most
weight resaid there are a number of duction diets. As an
example
concerns associated with of its dieting- merits, pork is
eastern oil shale production.
included in the menus recomHe said the concerns include mended by Weight Watchers
air and water quality, land International.

Formerly Murray Warehousing
& Farmers Grain & Seed

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V, 753-3404
or 753-8220
allrGrain
i
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

One wa3hto keep your spirits up and help stretch your
food budget is to make Meatball Grinders. This delicious sandwich is patterned after the popular grinder - a long sandwich
on a roll containing meat and a sauce.
Just one pound of ground beef stretches to serve six people.
And wholegrain oats are added to help extend the meat and
provide important nutrients.
Meatball Grinders
1 lb ground beef
1 MediUM-SiZCd 0111011,
Two 8-oz. cans pizza sauce
cut into 1/2-inch
1/2 cup quick or old fashslices
ioned oats, uncooked
1 tablespoon vegetable
1 egg
oil
1-1/4 teaspoons garlic salt
One 4-oz. jar mushroom
1/2 teaspoon oregano
slices, undrained
leaves
One 1-1b. French bread
1 medium-sized green
loaf
pepper,cut into strips
1 cup (4 oz.)shredded
Mozzarella cheese
Combine meat, 2 tablespoons pizza sauce, oats, egg and
seasonings, mix well. Shape to form 1,1/4 inch balls. Bake on
rack in shallow baking pan in preheated oven at 400°F. about
15 minutes or until desired doneness. Sant; green pepper and
onion in oil in 12-inch skillet until tender;drain. Add remaining
pizza sauce, meatballs andrmushroomir,simmer 5 minutes. Cut
bread in half crosswise. Cut each half lengthwise to within 1/2
inch of crust edge. Spoon meat mixture into bread, sprinkle
with cheese. Wrap loaves in foil. Bake at 400°F. about 15
- minutes or until heated through. Makes about 6 servings.

Plan for
profit
financing.

LAN D BANK
„um-./7//
Outpost Office

Isa bin
part of our philosophy as a.lender We re the
Production Credit Association -specialists in agricultural credit Our -Plan for profit financing is
really an umbrella theme for sdyeral different
financing plans offered by PCA A PCA financing
plan is tailored to the best interests of our customers
borrowing money to make money'
Our PCA loan officers know and understand
the special financial needs of today s agriculture
They will work with you to help make your goals a
reality. PCA onenng the financing plans you
need to make a profit

At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
It %oil would like to discuss long-term financing talk to us!

•FP
/
41.7

We're agriculture's
leading lending hand.
6 4 Le'

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N

753-5602

•
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Racers Survive Late Scare In 13-10 Win Over Zips
OVC Contenders Lock Up In Defensive Stuggle

- AWAITING THE TOUCHDOWN LOB - Murray State wide receiver Anthony Robbins (19) hauls in a 6-yard
siring pass from Gino Gibbs.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

pass, but not that well.
By DAVID HIBBrrrs
"My ankle is still not 100
Sports Editor
percent, but next week it
After pulling out a 13-10 win
should be better."
Saturday over an Akron team
For Tuck, the game also
that was characterized as bemeant some redemption for
ing physically the toughest
the last couple of games in
since Louisville, the Murray
which his punts had wavering
State football team can be
in the brunt of stiff winds.
grateful for favors from less
"I concentrated a lot harder
obvious paclages in the past.
on keeping everything right in
That assistance came from
practice this week," Tuck
asundry places and from new
said. "The problem was that I
stars on the horizon to go with
have not been as intense in
those who had been carrying
practice.
the team for the last few
"I am paying more attengames.
There were the toes of tion to what lam doing now.
"When I went out (for a 65kickers David Tuck and Jeff
yard punt that put Akron on its
Lancaster, whose field goals
own 7-yard line late in the
and deep kicks on punts and
kickoffs kept the Zips pinned. fourth quarter), I saw that the
wind was at my back. I tried to
in poor field position all afterget the ball up in the airs little
noon.
more."
There was the indication
For Lancaster, the play of
that safety Terry Love, who
the game came when he lined
had eight solo tackles and
up for a 52-yard field goal atseven assists, was returning to
teMpt against the wind in the
the everpresent torpedo he
second quarter.
was to ball carriers last year.
Getting every bit of his
Combining those pleasant
powerful Jeg into the ball, he
features with the continued
and the rest of the crowd watsteadiness of quarterback
ched it hover ever so slowly as
Ging Gibbs and the rest of the
it approached the uprights and
offense, the Racers had just
just fell over to give MSU an
enough to hold off the Zips
important 10-0 lead.
despite a last minute
It was that lead that forced
breakaway touchdown for 56
Akron into its pas.ling game
yards by Akrcin.
and away from using the Ohio
"That one was a little bit too
close," Love admitted after - Valley Conference's leading
the scare when Akron quarterrusher, halfback Dennis
back Kevin Meade hit the
Brumfield, more often.
streaking Darren Morgan in
A timely interception by.
the middle of the MSU seconMSU defensive end Lamar
dary.
Williams late m the first half
'We had a little breakdown 'temporarily kept the Racers
out of trouble. Meade went for
in our secondary. I was supposed to be on the man in the the big gain On a second and
middle while-(Greg ) Evans two at the Murray 30 but only
was supposed to come over the
found Williams cutting over
corner. We expected them to
the middle at the 16 to pick off

„
reAss
AGAINST A STIFF WIND - Placekicker Jeff Lancaster (6) drives his leg into a 52-yard
field goal, the Racers'longest of the season,for a 10-0 second quarter lead.
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RETURNING TO FORM - Murray State safety Terry Love
defends on this pass play by Akron late in the game.
to-four yards a shot and
George Turnley took key
passes in the backfield for a
total of 27 yards.
But it was once again Gibbs'
favorite receiver, Anthony
Robbins, who became almost
lost behind a defender in the
corner of the end zone and had
the ball just lobbed up to him
for the 6-yard scoring play.
"The play was not that
tough," Robbins said about
- the ease with which he went
"We just have to realize that and snagged the critical
there are situations when that touchdown pass."We believed
can happen. Most of the guys we could throw on them
stress not letting the other because the defender was on
team in the end zone.
the inside.
".Terry is,starting to look
'I knew I had him, and Gino
more like himself. They were laid up a perfect pass.
running d lot of safety plays,
"Not too many teams have
and he was coming up like a been able to pass on them.
linebacker."
They have
pretty good
Love's resurgence and the secondary."
drives of Tuck and Lancaster
"He ( Robbins) is pretty
also helped make up for the big," Gibbs said, "so he can
loss of defensive tackle Rick just go up and get it.
Lanpher, who went out with an
"Again, we got kinda
ankle sprain.
lackadaisical (later in the
-Terry is playing a rade•game on offense). If we had
better each week," MSU played the second half like the
defevsive coordinator Frank first, we would have been all
Beamer said. "It is not easy to right. We did not go to the tir
miss as much time as he did.
as much."
"We could not have been in
"I think they had the best
better coverage for the Akron defense we have faced since
touchdown). They just ex- Louisville," Nance, who had
ecuted and we did not.
76 yards in 22 carries, said.
"Defensively, we were play- "They were not as fast, but
ing well. That one play tears they were just as physical. I
you up. They did not have a lot thought our offense played a
of yardage except for that little flat."
play.
When it was over, a drained
"We are mainly interested MSU head coach Mike Gottin how many times the other fried was glad to have
team gets in the end zone."
weathered the first of four
"Rick was one guy I have severe tests down the final
said I did not think we could stretch of the season.
afford to lose. But these guys
"I felt we had to get on the
find a way. He has been one of board early," Gottfried said.
our most consistent players "I think we were a little flat;
during ,the last couple of the emotion was not there as it
years."
has been.
The battering came *car--We-rse-ede-d-tne win.Ittiirds—
both sides, but the Racer of- one of our toughest games of
fense found enough fuel from the season."
Gibbs to score its first
touchdown late in the first
quarter and keep possession of
the ball with its tailback as
Nick Nance chewed up threethe ball and return it 32 yards.
"They were pretty tough,"
Williams admitted about only
the second team to gain 300
yards on the MSU defense this
year. "We were falling into a
lackadaisical Meat toward
the end of the game.
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INTO THE TEETH OF THE AKRON DEFENSE - MSU tailback Nick Nance drives for
some of his 76 yards in 22 carries in the Racers 13-10 struggle. Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

*NOTICE*
The West Ky. Used
Car Dealers Association
is having a business dinner
and meeting

OCT. 27TH At The Holiday Inn
The Dinner Is At 8:00 p.m.
,
.
Meeting At 9:00 p.m.
Members and Anyone Interested
In Becoming A member Are ' ,
UR , ITTEND

UP IN THE AIR - Akron and Murray State signal the ball is theirs after the Zips attempted an onsides kick but were called for touching the ball before it traveled 10 yards.

Cross Country Team Wins First MSU
Women's Conference Championship
MOREHEAD;Ky.- During
the weekend, the Murray
State women's cross country
team won the first Ohio Valley
Conference championship in
the history of the MSU
women's athletic program.
The Lady Racers totaled 33,
points to Eastern Kentucky's
45 to claim the title. The order
for the rest of the OVC teams
included Western Kentucky
with 71 points, Morehead with
106, Middle Tennessee with 132
and Austin Peay with 157.
The individual finish for
Murray was closely bunched,
with Wendy Sla ton the best,
finishing tifird in a lime Of
21:09.
•'
The rest of the MSU team in-

eluded Deanna Dennison in
-fourth in 21:23, Danny Brennan in 22:01, Diane Holmes in
22:19 and Diane Stewart in
22:36.
"We have been saving up all
year for that one," MSU coach

CO
STRu
gang'

Margaret Simmons said. "I
am very proud of the entire
team.
"The times were nothing to
write home about, but the conditions were horrible. It was
cold and wet."

Men Finish Second To Western
The Murray State men's
crass country team finished
second to Western Kentucky
in its bid for the OVC championship this weekend.
The Hilltoppers took all of
the first five places as MSU's
Chris Bunyan was sixth in oi•
. ss
'
tinle of 35:35.
.
The rest of , the teams,
behind the Racers, who had 64

points to Western's 15, were
Eastern Kentucky with 69,
Akron with 97, Middle Tennessee with 116, Morehead
with 159, Tennessee Tech With
218 and Austin Peay with 243.
For Murray State, the finish
behind Bunyan included Jerry
Odlin in wieventh- at 35:48,Barry Attwell in 14th at 36:42,
Pat Chimes at 37:11 aria Eddie
Wedderburn at 37:13.

With Each Ash'n Chips you get
•3 Delicious Fish Fillets
•Golden Brown French Fries
• 2Southern-Style Hush Puppies

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY

3(

Captain D's,
seafood

BEST COPY AVA
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Times

Sports In Brief
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FIRST-TIME REGIONAL CHAMPIONS — Pictured for the Calloway County boys cross
team are (front row,left to right) Barry Knight, Paul Vought, Marty Wyatt, Crag Robertson; back row, coach Jimmy Nix, Herlie Chadwick, Todd Albritton, Jeff Harlan. For the

girls are (front row, left to right) Stacy Taylor, Patty Doyle, Regina Walker, Bonnie Hutchens,Stephanie Wuest, back row, Karen Hall, Vicki Houghton,coach Sue Outland.

Laker Boys Win First Regional In School's Histo
,For the first time since the
school opened in 1961, a
Calloway County boys team
won a regional championship
as the cross country squad
defeated four other teams in
the Class AA competition in
Trigg County this past
weekend.
The Lakers took five of the
top 12 places to score 39 points
to second place Webster
County's 57. Although Webster
had three of the top five
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By ALEX SACELARE
-AP-Sports-Writer
—
Give titian Sipe an opening,
any little opening, and you're
in trouble.
-- --The • Pittsburgh Steelers
learned that lesson the hard
way Sunday as Cleveland's
passing star riddled their
defense for 349 yards, a- club
record 28 completions and
four touchdowns in leading the
Browns to an emotion-charged
27-26 victory.
"1 can't express -what this
win means to all of us," said
Sipe. "It feels like a million'
bucks. This is the greatest
feeling we'Ne ever experienced. It's just electric. It's been
time coming,and I feel
like enjoying it. I plan on having some fun tonight."
Not having much fun at all
lately are the Steelers, defending National Football League
champions who have now lost
three in a row. The last time
that happened was in 1976, and
that's also the last time Pitt-

tobbins) is pretty
is said, "so he can
snd get it:
we got hindscal '(later in the
offense). If we had
second half like the
could have been all
did not go to the hr

they had the best
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Nance, who had
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re not as fast, but
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ir offense played a

was over, a drained
I coach Mike Gotts glad to have
the first of four
its down the final
he season.
e had to get on the
Y." Gottfried said.
e were a little flat;
1 was not there as it

finishers, including the top going to lose one runner from Wyatt was close behind in 12th
two, its next best finished 22nd this year's team, and I cannot at 18:08.
and 27th.
•see anybody beating us for the
Calloway goes to Lexington
"This is the way I have tried next two-to-three years.
next week for the state chamto coach them," Calloway ' "I think we will have a lot pionships at the Kentucky
County coach Jimmy Nix said more kids come out for cross,
about the closely bunched country now:"
. .
finish. "I told Craig (RobertRobertson was the Lakers'
The Calloway County girls
son I to go with the leaders and top finisher and third overall cross country team also won
let the other four bunch in a time of 17:26. Taking its first .regional title this
together.
seventh; .eighth and ninth weekend, scoring 25 points to
"A lot of young kids have places were Barry Knight in Webster County's 30, with .
really worked.to bring us our 17;54, Todd Albritton in 17:55 Union County's team infirst regional title. We are only and Jeff Harlan in 17:56. complete.

Horse Park.
"I think we have a fairly
good chance at the state," Nix
said. "I think
t
if Craig can
finish in the low 17's, we will

he all right."
The takers' other two
finishers were Paul Vought in
14th at 18:15 and Herlie Chadwick in 16th at 18:26.

Girls Win First Regional In Four Years As Team
Scoring the Lakers' points
were Patty Doyle in second at
12:41, Regina Walker in third
at 13:19, Stephanie 'Wuest in
sixth at 13:54, Bonnie Hutchens in eighth at 14:18 and
Stacy Taylor in 11th at 14:38.

The other two finishers for
Calloway were right behind
the first five as Vicki
took 12th in- 14:53
-14,.,„„ht°n
—""
•
and Karen flail was 13th at
15:01.

Sipe Gets Opening To Lead Browns

I had him,and Gino
srfect pass.
many teams have
to pass on them.
,e a pretty good

sburgh didn't make it to the the Green Bay Packers
Super Bowl.
7—defeated—the—Minnesota-Vik—
The NFL's 16-game regular ings 16-3 and the Denver Bronseason schedule reaches its cos trimmed-,the New York.
midway point Wight when Giants 14-9. •
.
Despite-injuries-to-quartet:"
-the New York Jets host INC'Miami Dolphins in the finale back Terry Bradshaw, runnof the eighth weekend of ac- ing back Franco Harris and a
host of other regulars, the
tion.
In other games Sunday, the Steelers appeared headed for
Houston Oilers trounced the victory when Sidney ThornCincinnati Bengals 23-3, the ton's 2-yard run gave them a
Dallas Cowboys outscored the 26-14 lead going into the final
San Diego Chargers 42-31, the • 'period. But Matt- Bahr, who Philadelphia Eagles trimmed earlier kicked two field goals,
the Chicago Bears 17-14, the
booted the extra point after.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers edged
Thornton's TD off the left
the San Francisco 49ers 24-23, Upright and it bounced away
— and that was all the opening
the Oakland Raider defeated
the Seattle Seahawks 33-14, Sipe needed.
the Buffalo Bills beat the New
Sipe, who earlier had
England .Patriots 31:13, the. thrown touchdown passes of 5
Atlanta Falcons edged the Los
yards to Calvin Hill and 6
Angeles Rams 13-10, the St.
yards to Greg Pruitt, hooked
Louis Cardinals downed the
up with Pruitt on a 7-yarder
with nine minutes to play. Don
Baltimore Colts 17-10, the
Cockroft missed the extra try,
Kansas City Chiefs trimmed
the Detroit Lions 20-17, the
but Sipe gave him an\other
shot when he lofted an 18-yard
Washington Redskins topped
the New Orleans Saints 22-14. touchdown pass to Ozzie
amirimims

Raiders 33,Seahawiss 14 •
Newsome with 5:38 remain- into a tie tor tirst with Oakland
Jim-Plunkett, who replaced
ing.
iri he AFC West as -Dan-fiyThis time,Cockroft kicked it White led -a 21-point third the injured •Dan Pastarini -althrough for the winning quarter surge that offset a : quarterback for Oakland
margin':
_similar point explosion in the three games ago; threw three
relieved,— second. period for the touchdown Passes to Bob
Chandler and Chris Bahr kicksaid Sipe. "It's been- so long Chargers. .
since we've beaten these guys,
White
threw
three. ed four field goals as the
it's nice to know it can be touchdown -passes and twice Raiders posted their third
done."
.
invite first, downs from punt straight victor
"It's our 'biggest game, formation,' while rookie
without question," said fullback -Tim- Newsome twice
Browns.- Coach
Sam scored from 1 yard out in the
Rutigliano.
third quartet.
Oilers 23, Bengals 3
Eagles 17, Bears 14
'
-,.'Houston's • Earl Campbell
Tony Franklin kicked an 18202 yards oh 27 carries yard field goal with 2:02 to
4nd jOned D.J. Simpson as the play and Louie Giammona,
The Associated Press •
onlyirishers in.NELhistiory_to_ -tilling in---or —the-- -injured
Western Kentucky, Tid by
post successive 200-yard Wilbert Montgomery, ran for
games — Campbell had 203 79 -yards to help the Eagles' place-kicker Jim Griffiths,
last week, while Simpson slatit ---raise Weil record ta17-1,. beg .defeated Eastern Kentucky in
a key Ohio Valley Conference
in 1973 and again in 1976 — as in the NFL. '
.
football game.
the Oilers kept pace with
"I'm really excited to be 7Unbeaten Western , KenCleveland atop the American 1," said Eagles Coach Dick
Conference's Central Division Vermeil. "A lot of people ex- tucky downed the defending
at 5-3. Pittsburgh is 4-4, Cin- peeted we would, have a let- Division I-AA champion
Eastern Kentucky 13-10 Saturcinnati 3-5.
down this week, after beating
day to boost its record to 7-0
"All last week in practice I Dallas, but we didn't."
overall and 4-0 in OVC play.
concentrated on not letting
Buccaneers 24,49ers 23
The win keeps Western close
just.one defensive player stop
Garo _Yepremian's 30-yard
me,and it paid off on the long field goal with 47 seconds re- on the heels of No. 1 ranked
-touchdown ran," Said Carlin-- maining gave Tampa Bay its Murray State which defeated
bell,-who-sc-ored on runs o- f 55 victory;It was tfie 198th field Akron 13-10Saturday.
Elsewhere in the OVC this
and 3 yards.
goal of his 13-year career.
weekend: Austin Peay State
Cowboys 42,Chargers 31 Jpg Montana eompleted 24 University downed winless
Dallas stayed only one game of- 31 passes — including a
behind Philadelphia in the .Clubrecord 13 in a row -- for Middle' Tennessee State 7-3
and - Tennessee Tech beat
NEC East and San Diego fell 200 yards for the 49ers.
Morehead 31-29. In the Mid•

4ained

hi tin.
iaii ill',,,,
Fo4)411,111.1.
National Eoutball Icarian
BALTIMI
ect Mindy
Burke, wale re, eiver, in the
reserve list
CIIU.FXSE. IIIINOIS
ATE Announced the
resignation oh Chadic t'owdrey . football
coai h. effettive at the end of this season

•

I

NBA Standings
to.ia sated Im-ss
lastem I 4.111/errillY

Br 111C

TRACK
NEW YORK APt
Alberto Salazar.
won the 11th New York City Marathon
while Greta Waitz of Norway broke the
women's world record for the third c unseciuive year
Salazar. 22. broke away from the'pack
with about five miles logo, and captured
fib first 26-note,385-yard race 2 hours,
9 minutes, 41 seconds He.sinashed the
meet record of 2.111.09 bet by Bill
Rodgers in 1976
Wastz, a 27-year-old high school
teacher from Oslo,clocked 2 '25 41, skittering the mark of 2 27.22 she set in winling the race last year
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Nos York
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Bata)
Nis, Jersey
Washington

1,
Pit GB
I
HD
2
714
3
571
4
6
400
3
2
7
TM
4'
Central Ilnislun

Milwaukeii
2

;
J
S
625
Psi
4
3
571
2
3
4
429
3
4
6
4181
1
7
125
Western Caokrenee ,
Masted Division
San Antanio
TENNIS
8• 1
NB
Kansas(sty
MELBOURNE, Australia 'AP/ 4
5
444
4
3
5
Topweeded Vitas tierolaitts whipped 4-kaiston
375
4'.
.3
5
Austraka's Peter Mt-Namara 7-5. 63 in Utah
VS
4.2
7
the singles final of the $125,000 Hurtle°
Z22
6
Deriver
6
250
2
5
Indoor Tennis Championship
Pacific DMIsiai
Ferdi Taygan and EntzBuehning beat
7
I
John Sadri and Ton Willuson 6-1, 6-2 in Phoenn
.875
Los Angeks
2
7711
7
the doubles final.
5
3
VIENNA. Austria i Al', • - Top-seeded Golden State
625 .2
3
4
429
3':
Brian Gottfried used sharp serves and Rutland
Seattle
4.
volleys to stop Trey Waltke 6-2, 6-4, 6-3 in
400
4
2
5
winning the 1100,000 international ian Diego
288
4'
Searday's Games
Fischer Grand Prix Tennis Tournament.
Philadelphia ID, Atlaita 100
BRIGHTON, England 1.415 - TopCleveland 118, Indiana 100
seeded- Chris Evert Lloyd displayed
. New York 1115, New Jersey 101
rhythm mid • "tea timing aa
Boston 103, Wasluxigtai ffi
came the aggressive net play of defenKansas City IM, Dwyer 122
ding champion Martina Navratilova 6-4.
Detroit 112. Houston 103
5-7, 6-3 in the 1125,000 Daihatsu
Milwaukee 109, Chicago 93
Challenge..
Lai Angelis IZ, Utah 95
GOLF
Sari Antonio 116. San am.98
CHI A. Japan 'AC) Bob Gilder capGokleri State 86, Dallas 79
tured the i143.000Bndgestone Gulf Toot?Maarten, Seattle-75"
niunent by one stroke over Japan's Ise.)
Sioday's Gaines
Aoki
Milwaukee 111; Washington 88
Gilder shot a fifth-round 2-under-par
San Araanio 101, lts Angeles 102
70 for 283 and 128,500. Aoki carded a 71
Seattle•111: Portland 98
for 284.
Monday's iamb.
Lanny Wadluns finished in a fourthNo games !,,•1
•
Place tie with Nick Feld° of Britain at
uesday s (anus
287. Lon Hinkle had a 73 for a 292 while
Philadelphia at Cleveland
Bill Rogers finished at 299. '
Kansas Qty at Atlanta
ADELAIDE, Australia
API Utah at Dallas
Australian Bob Shea fired a 75 to cap a
Portland at San Antonio
3-under-par 285 and win the 175,000 West
Mdwaukee at Chicago
Lakes Golf Classic by two strokes over
law Angeles at San Diego
countryman Ted-Ball
Guidai State at Saatie
BARCELONA, Spain ,AP: - Lee
Trevino-scored a twostroke victory over
Sandy Lyle of Britain in the 140.006 John
Inc Walker 80 Open International Golf
Tournament.
•
By Thi• Associated Press
Trevino shot a final round of 4-under:
American I ordenswe
par 68 and a 54-hole total of 206 13.1c. als,
1.ast
•
carded a 68 but finished at 208 GarV
ki I. T Pet, PF__PA
Hallberg placed third with 210. followed Buffalo
6 2 0" 750 179 121
by Spain's Seven:ill° Ballesteros at 211, , New England '6 _2
750 .0 is2
Maws.
Atlanta
Clutioto .
Cleveland
Detroit

Baltimore
N Y Jets

4 0 -500
6 0 143
tearal
Cleveland
5 3 .0 _623
Houston
5 3 0 145
Pittsburgh
4 4 0 _500
Cincinnati
3 5 0 .375
West.
San Diego
5 .3 0 3325
Oakland •
5 3 -0 .t125
4 4 '0 SOO
ending in field goals. Denva
11-1--:
—.501)
attk. Cas-- -:
- Kamm:
completed Tour'ofRaft -,
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Served vtitt) Country Gravy. Baked Potato or Fries and Stockade Toast
This Special Lunch Offer good Monday— Saturday
from I am to 2 pm at participating Sirloin Stockades.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE.'
Bel Air Shopping Center

1-901-642-4752
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241 170
315 402
144 165
143—t38--

2ff228'
157 167'
1Zi 134
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Ceramt
5 3 0 .625 193
.Green Bay
3 4
438 112
Tampa Has
3 4
498 123
(limo 3 5 0
113
105
3 5
mume,00
West
Atlanta
5 :3 0 .625 201
lit - Angelis
5 3 0 .625 218
sal Francisco 3 5. 0 375 1144
New Ortearys
0 8 0 MD 116
Sunday's Games
Denver 14. Nevi York. Giants 9
Atlanta 13, Ion Angeles 10
Gran Ray 16, Mnnesola 3
Buffalo 3t New England 13
Washington :M, New Orleans 14
Cleveland 27. Mashie-0i 26 Stlixas 41, Baltimpre 10
Kansas City 20, Detrat 17
Philadelphia 17. Chicago 14
Haustim 29. Cinannai 3
Oakland 33. Seattle 14
Tampa Bay 24, San Francisco 23
Dallas 42. San Diego 31
Monday's Game
VILM111 at New York lets. n
us-ao.,, pc-, 2
Atlanta at Buffalo
Baltunum at Kansas Ott
Green Bay at Pittsburgh
'sew York Giants at Tampa Ray
San Diego at Cincinnati
San Francisco at Detroit
Dallas at StInuts
HaintOn at Denver
Manila( Oaldand
Minnesota at Washington
New Orleans at 14a Angties
New York Jets at New Engluxf
Philadelphia at Seattle
Moodily. Nos. 3
Chicago at-Clevelab I

Meade(10)finds no place to go(above and below right) against Donnie
Wilson(67)and Donald White(24).
1
Staff Photos By Gene McGutcheon 8. David Hibbitts

22rIlYW:t

174
131 123
216, Ill
III 12F

East

PARIS DENTURE CENTER

jet,

163 156
114 164

'511) 145 171
Negate/ Cc/teener,

[tlk

COMING TO THE AID FOR MURRAY STATE IN A DEFENSIVE
STRUGGLE — Kenny Woods (55), Tony Boone (53) and Mike Basiak (95)
gangtackle Tony Frye (31) in far left picture. Akron quarterback Kevin

s

NFL Standings

passes for a total of 84 yards.
Eastern fell to a 5-2 overall
record and 2-2 in league olav.
Austin. Peay quarterback
Sonny DeFilippis scored on a
four-yard run to take his team
to a 7-3 victory over Middle
- .Tennessee State. The Governors are now 4-3
for the year and 2-2 in league
play. Middle Tennessee has
not won any of its seven games
..,
this yeat.
touchdown
pass
6-yard
A
from James Aaron to tight end
James Gray gave Tennessee
Tech its wild 31-29 win over
Morehead.
Tennessee Tech, 4-3 overall
and 1-2 in OVC play, appeared
Continent Conference it was out of the game at the half as
Eastern
Illinois over Morehead led 22-3. But Aaron
brought the Eagles back to life
Youngstown State 32-7.
Griffiths' 24-yard field goal in the second half.
Morehead is now 3-4 overall
with 3:20 left in the game-put
the Western Kentucky team and 2-3in the OVC. •
on top.. Western trailed 10-7 - Quarterback Churck Wright
after three quarters as fired a pair of scoring strikes
Eastern's defense stifled the and Jeff Christensen threw
passing attack of All-OVC another TD as Eastern Illinois
quarterback John Hall: - defeated Youngstown State 32Then, as in Western's win 7 in Mid-Continent Conference
last week over Tennessee action.
Tech, reserve quarterback - Eastern is now ii-2 and 2-0
Ralph Antone stepped in „Jo while Youngstown is 0-6-1 and
guide the Hilltoppers on two 0-2.

Sea me win. It was
toughest games of

Vies
AY

Transactions

BOXING
BUENOS Al ItE.S. Argentina , AP •
[lalinder. fanner world light
heavyweight ,•11.inainin rued when he
-rat ii,..11ti• rat r(tank
was run 05,
Galindez. tupilut iv an auto race, and
driver Nibo lizeviche were struck and
killed atm] they uele walking toward
the pits after abanikaimg the race
SUN CITY Bophuthatswana 'AP Mike Weaver of Los Angeles, retained
World
his
Boxing
Association
heavyweight tale with a Ilth-ruund
knocikuut of South Africa's Clem.'
t'oetzee in his first tale defense

141
163
124
106
143
1411
3721
231

'

•
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A DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE — Special Education teacher Thelma Warlord teaches kindergarten students for an afternoon.

PICTURE-TAKING TIME — Superintendent Robert Jetfres nod. the attention of his
third grade students diverted by the photographer.

BA
Dun
The
Floo
ope
pro(

LIMITED SIGHT — Principal Mary Ryan experiences partial bliridness using glasses designed for the activity.

WORKING HARD — Assistant Superintendent Eli Alexander teaches Carter School
third grade students of Lee Pinkston's.

THIS, MOM — Fourth grade teacher Diane Harris gets help and advice
DO IT
from seri Yahke when she attempts her first ride in a'wheelchair. Project EASE Field
•insultant Mike O'Brien, left. looks on.'

MIRROR WRITING — Jenny Piech and Thelma Warford
find out what it's like to see everything in reverse.

•
0111111111MMI mom"

Role Exchange Day Helps
Teachers, Administrators Irt
Understand Problems

I Ns,

be.

THE LITTLE YELLOW SCHOOL BUS" — Director of Pupil Personnel Willie Jackson
..eps the attention of his students at story time.

f'‘
air

.0.

10

•

—IL

READING LESSONS — Special Education teacher loan Minner teaches a second grade
reading group,
.

There is an old saying,
recently popplarized in a song,
"Walk a mile in my shoes,"
meaning "don't judge me until
you understand some of the
obstacles I face."
Teachers
and
administrators in the Murray City Schools have been attempting to "walk a mile in someone else's shoes" through a
variety of role exchange exercises and other in-service activities.
The photos on this page
show two such activities. Early in the school year, teachers
at Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools participated in a handicapped
awareness activity in which
they experienced handicaps
ranging from blindness to
broken limbs.
Recently those same
teachers, in addition to school
system • administrators; spent-a day exchanging places with
co-workers. Supervisory personnel spent the day teaching
classes of elementary
children. Classroom teachers
changed places with special
education teachers and art
and music teachers taught
reading and math classes.
Some teachers were even
principal and superintendent
for a time.
valuation responses included:
"..The day was very special
-and!loved it."
"Even though it was not a
true representation of what
the principal's job is, I do
-understand now that the
responsibilities
are
everything from trivia to hard
decisions."
"For one hour, I was director of pupil personnel. Luckily, no buses broke down."
"Now when I hear that the
educable mentally retarded
teacher has only four children
at a time, I realize that her
hands are full."
"I've always wanted to
• know what it would be like to
teach a regular classroom."
"It was enlightening to
understand the job of another
teacher in another arealevel."
The in-service activities are
being planned and coordinated by teachers involved
in Project EASE
Environmental Approaches to
Special Education), a federally funded project through

N
FITTING IN — Board of Edmation member Melissa Easley, formerly an Elementary
school teacher, gets right back into,.the swing of things with Beryl Whaley's third
graders.
116.

11. 11.

111..

111. '16

11.

11. "L.

11.

11.
CC

As advertised in House Beautiful,
House and Gardens, Colonial I iome.

The Beauty Of Earth-Tone Colors

0

•••

The ever-popular Rust Rose Collection by Quoizel. Hand decorated
on handblown glass. Rust and yellow floral design.
,411 Lamps Feature 3-Way Switches.

as
seen on

4

Antique Brass Finish.
Dark Pine Hardwood
Turnings.•

TV

QUOIZEL
Lighting

a

in the finest tradition
SIM(

V

Antique Brass
Finish

Antique Brass
Finish

Downlite Fount With
Reflector Bulb.

(

RIWARD TIME — Teacher Judy Baucum prepares refreshments for an
'evaluation
session at the end of Role Exchange Day. All participants were given red
carnations.

be
der.

Murray State.. University.
Mike O'Brien is field consultant.
- Murray teachers who are
participating are Beryl
Whaley, Barbara Priddy,
Eunice Mills, Martha Fenton
and Mary Ryan. Supervisor
Doralyn Lanier directed
"Role Exchange Day."
16.

TH
over
spot
Unit

.•Complete with
.15' Chain, hook
.and canopy

..4013L •
'4.10

•

Antique Brass Finish.
• or.
Antique Brass Finish • Downlite Fount With
Reflector Bulb•
•••

You.
For !Aragon.
DelOrr•!

"
'
;
it•-, .,

%b oa 14

(eia
We have in mock over 200 Quoirel lamp.. your choice of pattern.. •ityle. and color..

FURNITURE ?h.
EXCHANGE
CO.
642-2272
Paris, Tenn.

209 N. Market St.
'I.

11.

111

IL.

11.

111

16.

16.

IL.

16.

11.

16.

11

BEST COPY AVP

•..willostomorsigientratrifitrailinins'
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Artist To Give Lecture At MSU
Chris Burden, the Los
Angeles artist described by
Newsweek as "the Evel
Knievel of the art world," will
present a lecture on his works
at Murray State University on
Tuesday evening,Oct. 28.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Arts Commission, the
National Endowment for the
Arts, and Murray State, the
program will begin at 7:30
p.m. in Room 423 of the Price
Doyle • Fine Arts Center. The
lecture is open to the public at
no admission charge.
Burden, whose works have
frequently outraged critics, is
a conceptual artist who
challenges the notion that art
materials are not necessarily
needed to produce art. His art
often consists of the enactment of an idea in which the

ford teaches kin-

RABY FACE? — This monster roam around the Devil's
Dungeon to try and scare 'as many people as possible.
The Devil's Dungeon, located at the Growers' Loose Leaf
Floor, will feature several other thrills and chills. It will be
open from 7 p.m. to 10 Oct. 28-30. A portion of the
proceeds will go to the WPSD-TV Lions Club Telethon.

Carter School

GUILLOTINE — Many people may lose their heads
over the frights in the Devil's Dungeon. The dungeon is
sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Sub-District
United Methodist Youth Fellowship. Admission price,will
be $1.50 for adults, $1 for children 4.12 and children under 4 are admitted free.

Workshop Director
Announces Auditions
For 'The Mikado'
Dr. Carl Rogers, director of
the Murray State University
Opera Workshop, has announced forthcoming auditions for a production of "The
Mikado," the famed comic
opera by William S. Gilbert
and Arthur Sullivan. Auditions
will be held Nov. 5 and 6 in
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
time will be 7 p.m. to 9.
"The Mikado," which will
be performed on the campus
in March, contains parts for
nine principal singers (five
men and four women). Auditions are open to any interested MSU student. Persons planning to try out should
bring their own accompanist
and be.prepared to- sing one
song in English of their own
choosing. Anyone who wishes
to do so may also audition using a song from "The
Mikado" itself. Copies of these
songs may be obtained from
Dr. Rogers in Room 325 of the.
Fine Arts Building.
Each person who auditions
will also be asked to read
some spoken dialogue from
the opera.
Interested singers are encouraged to audition for this
production.

Company To Study
Feasibility Of
Hulls For Fuel

of4SALE NOW!

rien

an Elementary
Whaley's third

7
727

MK Gold
hains&
racelets
• Layaway
Now For
Christmas

Also Available At
MICHEISONS in Mayfield

MICHELSON'
I

Shoppfiq
Paw,

"That's the way
you want
Men's or
Ladies
Topcoats,
Raincoats,
Oct. i-29-3O

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneFts

Carcoats

Central Shopping Center
Open 7 e.m. t06 p.m.
Phone 713.9525

554
Laundered and pressed

to oerfectiop

14

114111,11 Of 011 ili1119/!IN

,

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A company in Louisville has
been awarded a contract to
study to feviblity of converting tons ofclmond hulls from
California's Central Valley into 2 million gallons of alcohol a
year.
Bechtel's C&I Girdler will
study the performance initial
fermentation tests to help
define the process technology
for the conversion plant. The
alcohol will be used in the production of gasohol.
The process under study is
the first to used the almond
byproducts as the feedstock
for alcohol production and as
_the..fuelstock_to,..provide...heat.
for conversion.
Raw materials from California's almond orchards annually produce more than 350,000
tons per year of hulls.
The hulls are now being used in cattle-feed rations.

EKU Radio Sets
Up Satellite Dish
To Improve Quality

only thing left to hang on the
wall may be a photodocumentation of the event
and his descriptions of it.
An example is his "In
Venice Money Grows on
Trees," stages in Venice,
Calif., in 1978. Before sunrise,
Burden and two friends glued
100 new $1 bills to the leaves of
two low-hanging palm trees on
boardwalk.
the
Venice
Although the money was in
plain sight and reachable
from the walk, some of it remained untouched for two
days.

The first trademark ever is-

Co. of New York in 1870.

The Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a class
in Income Tax Reporting
beginning Thursday, (kt. 30,
at 6:30 p.m. The class will be
held on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 p.m. - 9:30
p.m. for approximately three
weeks. Robert Martin, CPA
with Shackelford, Goode and
Thurman, will be the instructor for the class.
Changes in tax laws and cur-

rent information will be made
available to farmers, small
business people, and iiidividuaLs. All materials such
as forms, tables, etc. will be
furnished. There 'will be a
$1.00 registration fee due and
payable at the first class
meeting.
To register, call the school
at 753-1870 between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The
class is limited to 24 people.

ache Ihaek
Half
Price

Super Savings on Our Top-Rated
3-Head Cassette Deck
SCT-30 by Realistic

Save $200

399.95
Professional features! Double Dolby'
NR and 3 heads for true tape/source
monitoring—and noise reduction in
both record and monitor modes! Plus
3-way bias/EQ switches and "finebias" control for best sound from all
tapes Hurry— save 50°/a..14-603 •
TM Dolbylaboralorl,

Superb Hi-Fi Speaker System!
Fantastic Sound! Big Savings!
Mach One' by Realistic

179?

Reg
239 95
.
Each

a

Save
$60

Come in today and save an incredible 25% and hear all thipunch today's music packsLYou won't miss a note—the
15" woofer. sectoral midrange horn, and heavy-duty horn
tweeter work in perfect harmony to.defiver_a frequency
response that covers the entire audio range from 20-25.000
Hz. Handles up to 100 watts. Handsome oiled walnut
15' Woofer—The Largest in Our Speaker Line! veneer cabinet 40-4024

Mobile CB with Channel 9"Priority" Switch

300/o Off!6-Band Portable Radio

TRC-427 by Realistic

Patrolman' CB-60 by Realistic

Save
$30
Save

Reduced 366/0, so act now before
bad driving weather arrives!
Priority switch lets you go
directly to Emergency Channel
9 when calling for directions or'
00 help in any emergency. With •
Reg. mourAiriffiFaWare7Dorir rive
139.95 -alone"! 21.1534

$5095
$5095

12-766

69T

Hear the excitement of police and fire calls, aircraft
weather stations. CBers. plus AM and FM. Squelch
control, all-band fine-tuning, 4" speaker. telescoptno
antennas, external FM;VHF antepnajack hesldpflane
jack. Bands: UHF. VHF-Hr Air'Weather. VHF-Lo,
CB. AM. FM. AC battery operation. Batteries extra.

Electronic LED Digital Alarm Clock

Save
1495 2v
Reg. 18.95

/0

By Micronta
At S4 off, its time to save'
Features 24-hour alarm, fast slow
time set and snooze control. Get
yours today' 63-822

Hand-Held Electronic Football Fun! "Mini" One-Piece
By Tandy

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky University's public radio station has
erected a satellite-receiver
dish to improve its program
acces and quality, according
to Fred Kollof, director of the
school's Division of Television
and Radio.
The Rockwell unit will
replace the "land line"
system which now delivers
much of WEKU-FM's programming.
"It's going to be a more efficient system,'; said Kolloff.
"The audience will be the one
to benefit in terms of service
and quality."
The receiver dish will
receive radio signals that are
sent by National Public Radio
and relayed from. Western
Union's orbiting WESTAR I
satellite.
Kolloff said the cost of the
equipment is being paid by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

in the United States was
5/2" sued
granted to the Averill Chemical

Several artists whose names
were used showed no appreciation for his irreverent
notion. .
As Newsweek's description
implies, there is also a spectacular and sometimes violent
turn to some of Burden's
works. He has — in the name
of art — had himself shot on
camera, nailed to a
Volkswagen, and laid under a
tarpaulin on a busy highway.
His past history would seem
to indicate one fact about his
lecture at Murray State. It is
not likely to be boring.

Earlier, in 1973, Burden
upset many established artists
by buying a television advertisement which listed the
names of famous artists —
and added his own name as a
parody on television corrunercials. He thus joined, at least
for a time, the ranks of the
well-known in art.
Burden said he felt that with
unlimited funds to run additional ads, -he could have
become a truly "famous artist" simply through repeated
publicity, while not necessarily creating any art at all.

Vocational Center To
Begin Income Tax
Reporting Class Oct. 30

88 Save
Reg.
29.95

24%

You call the plays on offense
— run, pass or kick' The
computer plays defense
against you! College and
pro skill levels, LED
"players" and score/status
display Battery extra 60-2151

26-Range Multimeter
By Micronta"

39

95 Save
20%

Electronic Phone
ET-100 by Radio Shack

Save
20%

as
seen
on TV

394R91

88
5

The smallest phone we ve ever
offered' Features "one-button" autoredial of last number entered!
Universal dial system gives you
pushbutton dialing on any line without extra charges FCC Approved

White, 43-284
Brown, 43-285

AM/FM Digital Clock Radio
Chronomatic•-213 by Realistic

Save 21% -

Reg.

49 95

.Reads AC and DC volts.
current and resistance DualFET design for high accuracy.
Battery extra 22-209
Deluxe Carrying Case 22-153
6.95

Reg.
77.95
Wake to buzzer or radio! Extra-large LED clock display
can be read from anywhere in the room Snooze
control, sleep switch, 3'.," speaker. AFC on FM,
.1 -1•

12-1520
Am.

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio lhaek Store or Dealer
Nearest You
.
PRICES MAY VAR

":77011117177771411
=
-• '1

AT INDIVIDUAL STORE S

Mon.-Fri.
Olympic Plaza, t30-7:00
1204/0Sat

A

DIVISION OF

14505 CORPORATION
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WILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. legal Notice _

1JéjiFNce
Stanme Ankowslu 100 N 18th
St Murray KY 42071 Deceas
ed Eleanor Kodman 1503
Glendale, Murray KY 42071
Adthinistratrix Hon Gary R
Haverstoch. 105 N 6th St
Murray KY 42071 Attorney

NOTICE TO CREDITORS- the following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
In the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be file(' with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification

' • ••-•
' -.L..--reaawawirawararew

Noah Jones. Almo. KY 42020
Deceased. Charles tones. 1916
Sussex PI Owensboro" KY
42301 Co-Executor Buell
Hargis Pt I. Box 44, Almo. KY
42020 Co-Executor. Hon
Robert 0 Miller Courthouse
Murray KY 42071 Attorney

Modest Brandon -West View
'rinsing Home Murray. KY
42011
Incompetent
Katherine Deaton, 808 Sunny
Lane Murray KY 42071 Committee Hon Robert 0 Miller
Courthouse Murray KY 471371
4thirney

Bryan Tolley 1326 Main St
Murfay KY 42071 Deceased
Harold lotley. tel Air Maryland
21014 Co-Executor. -Charles
Tolley RI 5 Murray KY 42071.
Co-Executor Hon Nat -Ryan
Hughes 204 S 6th St Murray
KY 42071. Attorney
•
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk.

SIMui!a,lsY 42011 Deceased
R char VIrir, 604 Skyline Ter
ice lupanga CA 90290 Is
•-• idol Hon Robert 0 Miller.
urthouse Murray. KY 42011 .
A;turne

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACRC1SS
4 Food tish
1 Be in debt
Answ er to Saturdays Puzzle
5 Dock worker
4 Chinese
6 Roman numAAR
P AC
BOS
pottery Vat
eral
OM COO UM A
9 Skill
7 Shade tree
12 Toll
UM DUD LOU
8 Want
13 Practical
9 Hail,
MOOD MUCIOU
V By way ot
10 River Sp
DB UMW
15 Catlike
11 sailor
1300 MUM=
17 Shooting star 16 Sick
OD UMW MO
19 Volcanic
18 CharacterisUUDOCUU 01310
erenabon
tic
MGM UU
-21 MD
20 Conjunction
DOOM
MUCCI
22 Shore bird
22 Respond
011110
030 LOU A
25 Goal
23 Enthustasm
DUL
LLD
2 Appellation
24 Preposition
RSE
SAL
ETA
ol Athena
26 Pastime
31 Sea eagle •
28 Behold,
32 Accessions
29 Growing out
40 Chinese
50 Exist
34 Paid notice
of
pagoda
51 Recent
35 Time gone by 30 Showy llov.er 41 Three-toed
52 Rodent
36 Large tub
32 Mature
sloth
54 High mOun37 Near
33 Youngster
44 Crony
tarn
38 Mutually con- 35 Nut
46 - and haws 55 Born
trived
39 Nickel sym48 Slave
56 Canine
41 Devoured
bol
49 Gratuity
59 Thus
42 Small group
523
4 5 6
a
9 10 11
43 Lug
44 Dock
12
13
14
45 Rhodium
1
symbol
16
17
18
47,0n the cio3an
19
20
21
49 Leather
maker
22 23 24
1•26
27 211 29
-)3.Key
31
_
32
33
57 Anger
•
58 Stoneworker
34.
3e
37
60 Zodiac sign
ill
61 Church
40
41
bench
42
p
43
44
62 Rock
63 Wooden pin
45 46
47
:
4.11
49 50 51
52
S3
S4 55 56
Dovviv

•

hi•"

•

Away
2 Tiny
3 LamPrvY

hi

61

S9
60•
63

62

Bible facts Free Store tor the
needy 759 4600
limausautsesou

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

6. H4Wanted

16.-Wome Furnishings

Do you need a rob and hope for
the future? Are you 16 to 21
years old no high school
diploma or OLD. a school drop
out ot 9 months or more
unemployed' Call the Calloway
County Comprehensive Out ot
School Educational Program
1753 3033 ask tor Dan Walker)

LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST
ASCP required 311 shift
1CAH accredited hospital Progressive well equipped
laboratory Excellent benefit
program Write or call Personnel Department. Community
Hospital. P.O. • Box 559,
Mayfield, KY 42066, 502-24/5211.

Commodes, white A grade
$43 99
Wallin Hardware
Paris.
Full size bed, frame, box springs, and mattress $25 Call
136-2394
Miant chest freezer for sale.
$200 firm 753-6659

ITS A
FACT

Need small garden broken in
Elm Grove area leave message
at 759-4179.

Free gilt wrapping is a
specialty at

Starks
12th & Poplar
753 1227

3. Card of 111, •
Memory
S. Lot and Found
6. Help Wanted

Reduce safe and fast with
GoBese tablets and E-Vap
'water pills' Holland Drug

9. Situation Wanted

10. Bus Oopottuno
II. Instructions
12. Insulance
13. For Sale or Tiade

Tired of bap" Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics Phone 1
554-3053
What we do best is care
Needline /536333

14. Want lu Buy
15. Articles for Sale
16.14ome Furnishings

17. Vacuum Cleaners

18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment

5. Lost and Found

20. Sports Equipment

Lost Black cat with stub tail,
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area, Call before
57531323 or after 5 pm. 7538678.
Lost Cover for motorcycle_saddlebag. white fiberglass. $5
reward 436-2146.
Lost- 6 month old part Terrier
puppy, brown leather collar.
Call 753-6470 after 5 pm.
Lost. Registered Holstein bull.
1 year 4 months old, in vicinity
of Van Cleave Road Call days
753-9251 or nights 753-7955,
ask for Dae Sheek Yoo.

'11. Monuments

22. Musical
23. kterminatmg

24.W,cellanNo
25. Business Services

26. TV

Radio

27. Mobile Home Sales

28. Mob Home Rents

29. Heating.Cooling
30. Business Rental'
31. Want To Rent
32. Ants For Rent
33. Rooms lot Renl

34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
Rent Or Lease
37. livestock.Supplies
38. Pets Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes FO Sale
36. For

Earn$50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details. Reply. "HomemakersSI2S-, Box 94485. Schaumburg, IL 60194
Experienced body man. Apply
in person, -Century Auto -Sales,
810 Sycamore

•

47. Motorcycles

48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Molpis
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade

Managers and Assistant
Managers. Wendy's OldFashioned Hamburgers is now
accepting applicabons for the
above positions Persons needed for following locations; Murray. Paducah, Hopkinsville, and
Madisonville. Chance for rapid
advancement. paid on the lob
training, and hospitalization
Will negotiate salary, Call 7594695 for an appointment

55. Feed And Seed

56. Free Column
57. Wanted
Children grow up so
fast. Capture these
precious moments in a
beautiful photograph.
CARTER STUDIO
753-8298 •
304 Maio

Two women would like to clean
houses. Call 753-2936
Are you laid off. or lust want to
make some extra cash? Why
not be your own boss with your
own company with all the
benefits that anyone else can
offer For more information call
collect. Don or Debbie Paschall
at 901-247-3335.
-

IF. Instructions

BEETLE BAILEY
MY ROOT
PELL
ASLEEP

AUGHT A5
WELL JOIN
IT

LOAL.g.ER
BLOWN
I Li- SEE

IP C7AGWOOO'S

READY

f3YE,
HONEY

26. TV-Radio
Used 19" color tv., also 25"
color t v. Clayton's
& 43
Music, Dixieland Center, Mur
ray.
Wanted Responsible person to
take up small monthly
payments on color to. War
ranted Clayton's, 753-7575

Good used baby bed, $40 Call
489-2778
Hide-a-bed, end tables, coffee
table, and chair, 759-1628
Martin Industries freestanding
fireplace with blower, black
with glass doors. Call 753-5206
after 6.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 Checkmate, 12x65, 2
bedroom, 2 bath. $5000. Call
527-1516.
Double wide mobile home, in
good condition. For more information call 382-2330 in Graves
County.

-itreaners
IT.Ificuun
Used Kirby vacuum. cleaner,
like new, all attachments.
$125 Brand new Filter Queen
vacuum cleaner, $39.5. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521,

21 Mob. Home Rents
For rent. Mobile home near
lake. Call 753-6659
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. NO pets. 4892611.
12x60 Mobile home for rent.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance.
One or two adults, 2 bedroom,
all electric, water furnished,
one mile out of city limits,
Highway 121 South. $50
deposit, $95 per month. Phone
753-5405 after 5 pm. ,
Small 2-bedroom trailer, water
and trash pickup furnished, 4
miles on 121 South. No pets.
Students preferred 753-8061.
Two bedroom trailers, completely furnished. good condition, from $145. Call 7538964.
12x60 Two bedroom trailer,
furnished, in good condition,
near University. Call 489-2118.
Two bedroom furnished mobile
home. $150 per month rent,
$75 security deposit. No pets.
Call 753-4808.
•
Two bedroom trailer, 1 11 miles
on 641 South, $150 and
deposit. 753-4699.

18.Sewing Machines
Used Singer sewing machine,
zig zag, all regular attachments, sews perfect, fully
guaranteed, full cash price
$39.50. Call Martha Hopper,
354-6521.

22. Musical

30. Business Rental

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

Mini

Phone 753-3914

Warehouse

24. Miscellaneous

Storage Space

Ceramic bisque figurines
Ready to paint. 12 dolls of the
month,' approximately 511 inches high. $10 for set. Send
13. For Sale or Trade
check or money order,
15' Duo. 65 Evinrude. Brute
Ceramics by loy-Lee. 17475
trolling motor. 2 high seats. 2
West Toledo Road. Addison,
depth finders. Call 474-2712_
Michigan. 49220.
14.
--Warit-1O1W
Extra strong wooden utility
trailer. 5x10 753-7457. .
Want to buy Baby bed and/or
other baby furniture, in good
Firewood oak and hickory, 18"
condition Call 753-1223 days
qL 24" Also custom cut sizes.
or 436-2112 after 7 pm.
489-2327,
15. ArticleSale
Fireplace inserts, automatic
two speed blowers. see through
Director',
glass doors. $499.99. _Wallin
Hardware. Paris,
Chair
For sale Ashley wood burning
Genuine leather
-stove with blower Call after 8
pm 753-5965
Firewood cut to order, $25 a
rick. delivered. Call 436-2744
after 5 pm.
FURNITURE
Franklin stove, screen, brass
balls and pipe Call 436-5676
Brunswick pool table and
Firewood fpr sale. $20 a rick
Franklin stove for sale Call
delivered _CalL 437-4131_41ter___
7 pm
Chimneys. all fuel„ triple wall
Looking
for place in East
pipe, 6-x30-. $29,99. 8"x30-,
Calloway to cut firewood for my
$29.99: installation kit. F.
household. Leave message at
$29.99.
$41.99 Wallin.
759-4779.
Hardware. Paris.
Wood for sale, $25 a rick
For sale. "' AMF Roadmaster
moped. like new. 2 studded -delivered - and stacked. 4892436
snow tires D-78 14's. Delco
AM-FM car -radio. ping-pong
Wood for sale, oak and hickory,
table, matching drapes and
$22 rick delivered. Call 489bedspreads, and lamp Call
2813
Piano lessons, very reasonable
rates. Call 753-8964.

G'ESVE ,

HONEY

32. Apts. For Rent

Wood for sale seasoned oak
Call 436-2758

9. Situation Wanted

$399,
Crass

OH, DEAR --I MUST
HAVE
BE EN
DOING AN
INDIAN
RAIN
DANCE

24. Miscellaneous

Magnus beginner organ, excellent condition. $100 firm.
Can be seen at Hodge & Son or
call 759-4024.
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area. Buy now and
save uP to $1000. We accept
layaways' for Christmas.
Secretary/Administrative AssisClayton's - I & B Music, Dixtant. Permanant part-time
'eland Center, Murray.
Skills include typing, some
light bookkeeping, ability to
Selmer silver trumpet and
make independent decisions, -t• Selmer clarinet. Good condigood communication skills,
tion. Call 436-5377 after 5 pot
able to work with minimal
Upright piano, good sound.
supervision. Call 1P-JAHS, 753$175. 435-4555.
9838 or Pam Underwood, 75323. Exterminating
0418.

6. Help Wanted

GET INTO
IT?

,

West
Tennessee
Manufacturer seeking
aggressive
Programmer
Anaylst for IBM
System 34. Prefer
manufacturing background, on line experience,
RPG-II.
Progressive
company
with
good
fringe
benefits.
Send resume in confidence to: Plumley
Rubber Co., Attention R. Philpot,
100 Plumley Drive,
Paris, TN 38242.

4. in

HOU) ABOUT
q0U,14005TOCK?
DIDN'T YOU

WEO

PROGRAMMER
ANALYST

Hardware

to,
• I.-treat Nob,
_LNotice

tiox

YIPPEE IT
A
NICE DAY

_

•v ail ou recommend
y our Religion?" 7594444. Bible Story - 759tits.

PEANUTS
6RIEPINAT HAPPENEC' (
-ro tiot.' 6v,
(5? I KNEW I
1 ALL LOOK
SIOULDN'T NAVE LET YOU
TERRIBLE!
SO INTO TOWN._

Y EO\n/- I FEEL
GOOD

2. obce

2 Notice

For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent._
Apartments for rent, near
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Duplex. 2 bedrooms, family
room with fireplace, all kitchen
appliances. No children or
pets. 759-4509.
Furnished one bedroom aparrtment, Zimmrman Apts South
16th Street 753 6609
For rent: Furnished upstairs
.apartment. bedroom living
room combination, large kitchen and bath. $125 plus
utilities Girl's only. Call 7535041 or after 5. 753-4707. '
For rent Furnished apartment.
New Concord. $80 per month
Call 436-2427
One bedroom apartment, furnished or unfurnished, near
Stadium, excellent for student
Call 753-3949.
en
Two
bedrooms. refrigera r. range=
disposal. carpet. drapes'.
washer-dryer hook p. and
dishwasher.
443-3430
Paducah. KY-.
Two bedroom upstairs apartment. Private entrance. Carpet
and built-ins. No children or
pets Lease and deposit re•quired. $170 per month. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm

Furnished apartment for rent
753-8298
Two bedroom apartment,
recently redecorated, private
area and good neighborhood
No children. no pets. Lease and
deposit required $175 per
month- Available November
lst, Call 753-9208 after 4 PM
Two bedroom apartment,
Panorama Shores, fireplace,
lakeview, washer and dryer
partially furnished, $150 per
month plus utilities Mike or
Bee O'Brien, 436-2879 or 762
2446
Two bedroom duplex with cen
tral heat and air, outlet for
washer and dryer. Couple
preferred Nci pets. 753-9741.
Two bedroom apartment. Call
Embassey Apartments, 7534331.
Two bedroom house with carport, for couple, will accept
one. child Available November
1st. $145 per month, Call 4892595

34. Houses For Rent
Country home, 2 bedroom Call
4314386
Four or five bedroom furnished
house for four or five college
girls or boys. Also small furnished apartment for 1 or 2
college girls. Call 753-5865
days. 753-5108 after 5-30 pm.
For rent 3 bedroom house.
Stove, refrigerator furnished.
753-9240.
One and a half story farmhouse
for rent December 1, 1980,
$200 a month plus utilities.
Electric heat, refrigerator and
stove. 10 minu1es from town.
Write: Jim Bryant, 5711 • B
Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY
40121.
Three room farmhouse, 10
miles, east of Murray. Call 7532480 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom house, IL2 miles
on 641 South, $200 and
deposit. 753-4699.
Three bedroom house for rent
with good well. Also for sale antique RCA victrola, good condition. Call 345-2205
Three bedroom home close to
M S U. Children welcome Call
753-3006.

PHANTOM

YOUR
FAULT.,
)0t.1
D

Baby bed with mattress and
bumper pad, one dresser and
chest Call '459-2785 after 6
pm
• Breakfast table, 42 inch round.
with 17 inch leaf and six
chairs Portable dishwasher,
Sears model. Call 753-2479.

-1•••••••

doss

Well
price
$16,51
Off ii
holm

Sot

40. Produce
For sale- Apples and mustard
Call 753-2666.
Grove fresh. Texas Valley; Ruby
red grapefruits. 18 lb bag. $5.
Early • small, super sweet
oranges. 18 lb. bag. $5. Jones
Produce, 305 South 12th
Street.

RADIO AUCTION

16:14611411irmihifigs

IT!

Income
ment bu
cellent
owner. I
8742
Lot for
trees, ni
753-523
Most for
bedroom
large kit
4 acres.
many ex
-includes
country I
ty Assoc'
Aretion
The i
retir.
one
Br
Alum
logs

Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes. Breed handling
tracking, and protection. All
breeds and ages. Professional
instructor. 436-2858.
Black Temale puppy for sale
AKC registered Poodle 7532648
Perfect early Christmas gift 2
female AKC registered Doberman__P-uutier__pups, Rbeir arrif
brown quality bloodline. Must
sell. Call 489-2317 after 5 pm.

Regular 5199.95 3 pc.
set; Firm $249.95 3 pc.
set; Xtro firm $249.95 3

Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
leather clothing. chaps. vests.
tack. belts, purses, billfolds.
and many other gift items. Call
753-9736.
1968 Volkswagen Bug; Fisher
Mama Bear stove. Call 7537861 or 436-2606.

HI2Cs

38. Pets-Supplies

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

,a

whams

ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
Visitors welcome! South on
Locust Grove Road 753-6100
Ree-Mar Arabians 753-6126.
Leather repair and custom
work Chaps, belts, moccasins.
gun cases, billfolds, saddlebags 753-9736.
Milk goat bribe for sale. 4892495.
One pair of 2 year old mules
50- tall with harness Also a
deep freeze 753-7386.

SERTA
KING SIZE
BEDDING

Crass
Furniture

20 Acre
stocked
rtes. 3
d le v
barn.\
(
farm vA
type ho
bedroon
All threi
Colemar
9898

37. livestock-Supplies

pc. set
3

41.711

Mon. Tues. & Wed.
October 27, 28, 29, 1980
Beginning at
6:30 P.M. Each Evening
Over WNBS and WAAW

CI
CAI

•CVS

ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES WEAR-MEN'S WEAR-CHILDREN'S WEAR-HAIRDRESSING ITEMS & SERVICES - SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES - FOOD -.AUTOMOTIVE SUP
PLIES & SERVICES - HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY, MANY MORE

"BARGAINS GALORE"
THE PROCEEDS FROM THIS AUCTION WILL BE USED TO
CONTINUE SIGHT CONSERVATION EFFORTS, THE BLOOD BANK
AND THE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS

Bul

.rmg111.

•

1

--BEST COPY AVA

f

•

•
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31EROM44%ki

For Rent

om duplex with cen
and air, outlet for
Ind dryer: Couples
No- pets. 753-9741.
aom apartment. Call
Apartments, 753.

Me

STROUT REALTY, INC.
e I 900
•
r14

Rent

re bedroom furnished
four or five college
toys. Also small fur)artment for 1 or 2
;Ms. Call 753-5865
.5108 after 530 pm.
3 bedroom house.
frigerator furnished,
•
half story farmhouse
December 1, 1980,
month plus utilities,
eat, refrigerator and
minutes from town
T1 Bryant, 5711. B
ye., Ft. Knox, KY

Dm farmhouse, 10
I of Murray. Call 753'5 pm

rom house, IL: miles
South, $200 and
53-4699

s
h

Kennon Cole,

0

753 0 186

Lot for sale: 3 acre lot, large
trees. near Southwest School753-5233 after 6 pm.

2 Bedr$3
o9o;n
5W frame
home, built in 1971physical condition is
jood but needs
redecorating. 32 acres 4

Most for your money! Lovely 3
bedroom. 2 bath. ranch with
large kitchen/family room, on
4 acres. You have to see the
many extras this home offers
includes prime location for
country living. Call Spann Realty Associates, 753-7724
The ideal beginner or
retirement home is the
one located at 601
Street.
Broad
Aluminum siding; gas
logs in fireplace; window air conditioning.
Well insulated and
priced to sell at only'
$16,500. Cali Ray now!
Office 753-1651 or
home 436-5650.

some timber. Located
3 miles S.W. of Bell City. Priced at $39,500.
k•

v

room home close to
ildren welcome. Call
y

HORSES FOR SALE.
welcome! South on
rove Road. 753-6100.
krabians 753-6126.

repair and custom
vs, belts, moccasins,
?.s, billfolds, saddle1-9736.
for sale. 489-

of 2 year old mules
with harness Also a
ze.153-7386.

753-8080
,

1974,-3 bedroom
Nice, 1974,5
2 bath mobile home -r
eady to live in;located
on a large lot with,cits
water, close to town bl
All this for $8,900.
4. you believe it? Call
753-8146.
Nine bedroom home
near the campus of
M.S.U." 4'i baths -and
kitchen
ample
facilities. Central heat
and air. Seller will
finances Call for More
information on this ex- LI
cellent year found
home property.

k

Do you own your own, lot or lot
and mobile home? If you do
and your family income is
within the following adrusted
income limits. you may qualify
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or
4 bedroom home. Income
Vx3:„
limits are Two in -family
/Newf.Bonn - 7511125
UlMeg
Imamllaw
$13,500. Three in family
towystoormAw Aw
$15.150: Four in family
10
7SIAM
•
$17,900. With today's inflation
and interest rates up, why not
'Murray-Calloway
visit our office today and let us
County Realty
talk
terms
now ..753- St
(502)7534146
a
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
304 11 1211, St
Jobs, Realtors at 1200
Murray, K y 42071
Sycamore.

South 12th., Sycamore
Telepleste 753-1631
P.O. Sea 381

estock-Supp1i6

1

must

STROUT REM TY

( */

room house for rent
well. Also for sale anvictrola, good condi145-2205.

8
00
00

A MOST
TEMPTING BUY
1508 Sunset Blvd,
Near Murray High, S
3 bedroom.
ba4h, B.V. Spacious
.
.3r
er:6
5
living-dining room,
plush Carpeting, elec.
heat, built-in range. S Lots of new faces, The pro football season
exhaust fan, 2 windov,
be over."
air conditioners, two 43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
bedrooms have builtTatumsolle Grocery. known as
in vanities, desk,
Danny & Betty's Corner store,
bookshelves. Outside
going out of business. with 3
emoy city living in the country
storage building plus
with this 2700 sq ft home
bedroom living quarters. Priced
workshop. Fenced-in
located on 1 acre with 4 foot
to sell at $72.500 for all. Near
backyard. Quiet
in diameter 0011 trees.- It has
Kentucky Dam and Kentucky
everything that you need in a
neighborhood, divided
Lake Call Junior Wood Realty
home.
street. A good buy at , for complete information (502)
$39,500.00.
362-8948.\

Income property Small apart- 1
ment building. fully rented ex
cellent income. For sale by
owner Low $20's Call 753
8742

ome, 2 bedroom Call

)
`(
4
. C
p9
753-1222

•6banning

Listings
needed!
Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Everywhere "Free- Catalog

fawrinIn

mm house with car
couple, will accept
Available November
per month Call 489-

'ProdossronolSer.irry,
With Thi Friendly Touch

!ARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

-

43. Real Estate

1

§

hook.

Cs

r;';

nA
lt ari1411111611INIIIr
'
w

22

•

/ \

(Starters)

49c

House Plants, Cactus, African Violets,
0Aftc
YHanging Baskets, Fruit Trees, Flowering Shrubs .•
U.
(Thousands to s•lect from)

Ott

1 )1

d Advanced dog obeasses. Breed handling
and protection. All
nd ages. Professional
r. 436-2858male puppy for sale
istered Poodle. 753-

iarly Christmas gift, 2
iKC registered Doberand
;gel_ 40p,s,
uality bloodline Must
489-2317 after 5 pm.

HUTCHEN'S PLANT FARM
GREENHOUSES

Does Price Count? You bet it
does! 2 bedroom brick on
beautiful acre lot surrounded
by mature trees Bright, sunny
kitchen, dining room, large living room with wood burning
fireplace. .And
best of
all
,in the $20's For
comfort and, value. compare
with anythyng you may have
-,een.. Offered bu Century 21
Loretta Jobs. - Realtors - -7531492.
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to own ;
o part of Mother Nature
without being out 0 or of
cash" 73 rolling acres on
Graves Marshall County lone
lust north of hwy 80 Rood
frontage on East and West
sides with two budding sites
Tobacco base ond barn Only
518,500 Need further direr.
lions Just call. We'll help!

JOHN SMITH
OF //HOMES"

• -753-7411
(l,3)(
• AROUND 1
worewavierna
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 tal
baths, brick veneer , -home1621 Keenland Drive. Home
features Olympic sue pool
central heat and air fireplace.
burglar alarm system For more
information call Purdom &
Ihurman Real Estate. 7534451. Suzy Wells 753-1585
Geneda -lont-s-753-6557

NAI

HOURS: Mon.-SO.9-5, Closed Sun
Located fiN miles Kest of Hegel, in
Turn weal at Mote line Rd in HoYeL go
SA miles turn left, go 1 mile

44

61
RIA1 ESTATE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

FI
N 461;mip
901-782-3406
19141=410'
:1184.4AVE3rtsltoiA41,-,:i0.4%*111,
61112:11q,...1
a dali
154.i

Purdma & Thurman
Insurance 8
Real Estate
Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

5
,
112ck

)duce

Apples and mustard..
2666.
sh, Texas Valley, Ruby
fruits. 18 lb. bag, $5:
mall, super sweet
18 lb. bag. $5. Jones
305 South 12th

Dial-1-Service

(Clip Th's Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference) AL
II
JP.
Robinson & Day Painting
IIPO
WS
Contractors
00
.0
753-5292
Fall Special 10% Off
Police
Fire
Very Reasonable Prices
All Paint and Labor
(with this ad)
753-8333
911
911
Work
Experienced-Quality

Free Estimates

•
OFERRIrS

Sheriff

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS it CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
•CIMTOM OYU FURNITURE

753-3151

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Flies,
Flie Roaches,
Silver Fish
& Shrubs

Ambulance

KELLEY'S TERMITE
8, PEST CONTROL

753-9332

1 00 S. 13th Sr
Murray Ky.

•CIISTOM BUNT KITCHEN
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
**

Calloway County
Rescue Squad 1,

753-3914 753-6952
Radio Cab
Company

Leather Repair
&
Quality Service Custom Work
Company
Clothing, Saddles
CI>

iMS & SER
10TIVE SUP
Y MORE

TAXI CAB
a

.MAGIC HAT
"Chimney Sweeping
in awe fine olld
tradition"
Business 436-2731

e•

ST COPY AVAILABLE

SERVICE
6 a m Midnight
7 Days A Week

.

Business Phone
753-5351
or 753-5352
Re-idence

LOOKING FOR AN
INVESTMENT?
Try this 10 room older
home on a large corner lot. An excellent
buy for someone that
can do their own
remodeling. Zoned R-3
and priced at $16,000.
Phone Kopperud-Real:
ty, 753-1222 for
courteous, competent
Real Estate Service.
SUMMER AND
WINTER
You'll enjoy this lovely
3 bedroom hmine on
heavily wooded lot in
Lake Forest Subdivision. Ideal for year
around living and
within
walking
distance of lake.
Owner will consider
financing. Priced_ int
he $40's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
Estate Service. ,
Priced slashed! Make an offer
on this ,under
priced
home, The family is anxious to
move with husband to his flew
lob location. This home is lust
outside of city limits just 2
miles. making for town conveniences but no city taxes. The
house has a traffic pattern that
is very liveable. Insulated up to
TVA
specifications for
economic utility bills. Priced in
the $30's Call 1-53
,
1492 CEN-,
JURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors
and let us show you this home
lnday

zuguLD
753-1222
CONVENIENT
LOCATION
Near a shopping
center, this three
bedroom, l'z bath
charmer features a
r

MUMS
$1 50

Houseplants

$299

•

dr

r gar

Azaleas

733-9898

•
WV

SHRUBS-EVERGREENS

ts-Supplies

lr X

aw

20 Acre farm, 19 tendable with
stocked pond. good building
\scls 33 Acre farm, 26 tend le with tobacco base and
barn. old house 29'2 Acre
farm with a 3 bedroom ranch
type house,,plus 8 year old 2
bedroom horne, both real nice.
All three farms west of Murray
Coleman Real Estate, 753'48q8

droem apartment
redecorated, private
good neighborhood
in, no pets. Lease and
equired. $175 per
Available November
53-9208 after 4 pim.
droom apartment,
Shores, fireplace,
washer and dryer
furnished, $150 per
us utilities Mike oi
m, 436-2879 or 762

is For

WWI-Estate

43. Real Estate

apartment for rent

M

Heating and Air
Conditioning Soles
Sales and Service
Motions Sheet Metal
E. Sorvic• Departments

753-9290(--

Harness, Purses
& Billfolds
•

753-9736

economical central
gas heat and central
air-conditioning. A
good buy at $38,900.
Owner has been
transferred,
immediate possession.
Phone 753-1222, The
Kopperud
Realty
"Home
Team"
Signals!
WORTH SEEINGWORTH OWNING •
Beautiful home in the
heart of the city. Nine
rooms, P2 baths, two
fireplaces - one wood
burning and the other
gas. A den that is ideal
for a home business or
entertaining
your
guests. Let us show it
to you today, for quality is the name of this
house. Priced in the
$50'5. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for all
the information on this
new listing.

46. Homes-for Sale
Dogwood. Redbud. Forsythia.
Lilacs, Azellas, and seventeen
tall Poplars on an acre with a
ozy red cabin one bedroom.
built-tri_range. oven. and
bookcases, carpet. refrigerator.
and washer, Reduced to
518.500 Owner here this
week. Route 1346 half mile
north of Iron Cobb Road
ilouse for sale or trade for
souse in Murray Two story
home on 2 acres and or 5 acres
n southwest area. Call .753b233 after 6 pm
I hree bedroom brick home
l'r baths. 2 fireplaces, central
heat and air, on 1 acre land
$39,500 Call 436-2401.
Two bedroom brick. 1 17 acres,
mni orchard, Highway 94
West 382-2869.

47. Riforcycles
Black Yamaha 650
'special like new $1900 or
nest offer. Call 759 4749 after
pm
I arty Christmas lay-away
available now for Yamaha 3wheelers Tri-moto Town 8
Country Yamaha, 753-8078
Hey kids! A used 1979 Honda
70 three-wheeler, extra .nice,
only $425- Tow* 4 Country
Yamaha, 753-8078

310

47. Motorcycles

50-.Used Trucks

511erviies Offera- 53. Services Offered

1975 Honda MR-175 dirt bike
$325 753-0468

1976 Ford F-100. Call 7531348.
1979 F-100, low mileage small
V8. straight shift power steering, AM-FM radio and extra
clean Phone 753-0159 after 5
orO.
1979 Jeep Wagoneer. one
owner. low mileage. Call 4362427.

CARPET CLEANING
free Painting
Paperhanging
estimates satisfied references General maintenance Free
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean estimates 7591987
mg Call lees Carpet Cleaning
Simi' For all your repair needs
753 5827
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
and electrical work, look nu
morel Call 753-9226 or 753
Keep your boat safe and
9623 Well do your job large or
clean this winter
small All work done to your
Economical dry dock
satisfaction

•

Used Cars •
1974 Cougar XR-7. $695 7539710. ,

1976 Chevy Nova, 6 cylindlr. 2door clean inside and out.
S1950. 623-8293, Mayfield
1974 Cougar XR-7, $1500 or
take over payments. Call 7531968 Model Dodge 01(4,4)
4083 after 6 pm
• Call 753-6349
for sale 1976 Triumph TR-7.
good condition Call 759-1657. 52. Boats and Motors
1975 Ford LTD Landau, ex-cellent condition, 47.000 150 hp inboard-outboard, all
44i* radial tires Call equipment includes $1500 or
437-4444
trade for good used car or van
For sale. 1978 King Cobra. Call 753-7490
black with T-top. airrvi-E-Os f
conditioned. 24,000 miles. 51-.1e
753-1874.
Concrete and block wurk. Block
.
.
Import Auto Salvage. Two 1979 garages.- basements, driveways.
Datsun engines. 1400 series, walks, patios. steps. free
one 1200 series. One 1975 2- estimates. Charles Barnett,
IC Toyota. all low miles and •753-5476
more Call 474-2325.
ire o
Rem e mg
your present doctor..
1975 Olds Regency, full power.
loaded, very clean. $2500. Call •Let us reframe and
rematte your artwork
I
753-4865 after 5 pm.
and photos.
1973 Pontiac stationwagon. exCARTER STUDIO
cellent condition Call 753753-8298
304 Main
1344 12 to 3 pm.
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6. Fence sates at Sears now Call
2-door. new front seat. Asking Sears 753-2310 tor free
$900. Call 7510193 after estimate rot your needs
4'30
•
For all your upholstery needs
1971 Super Beetle VW. one call us at Wayside Upholstery.
owner. 66.000 miles. new We have a wide selection Of
paint and tires. $1800. Go cart. fabrics to choose from We ap$150. Call, 753-7249. after 4 preciate your business Call
753-5361 or 753-6488. .
pm.
1972 two-door Volvo, runs fine Have your driveways white rockneeds body work Can be seen ed and graded before bad
at C-4 Coach Estates 759- weather. Free estimates Clifford Garrison. 753-5429. •
45524f
1925 Vega. good condition Heating, Refrigeration. Air Conradial tires. 31 mpi highway ditioners, appliance repairs.
Bob's Refrigeration Service
Call 436-2593-evenings.
Hazel Kentucky. 498-837(T
19658W Beetle Present motor Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert.
has 20.000 miles Excellent (Bobby) Lockhart.
indidate for restoring. Best
Insulation blown in by Sears
• 7591262 after 5 pm
save on these high heating and
50. Used Trucks
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753.0 4-wheel 2310rfor free estimate
drive truck. Ps. pb AM-FM 8- KARATE CLASSES. Open daily track stereo. $4750 Call 498 Murray Karate Center. For ap8428 or 498.8970.
pointment call 753-6317.
1968 Dodge Dump truck also
50 head of chickens. Call 4362262.

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

1967 Elcomino body. Call 4362439 after 4.30.
For sale 19.74,leep Renegade
C1:5. fully equipped for oft
road. 753-0355

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work, References.
753-0689 Day or
Night.

storage

TENTS AND AWNINGS custom
made and repaired Reasonable
rates Free estimates Call 753

Eagle's Nest
Marino
Paris Landing
Tennessee
(901)642 6192
K K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips, Call for free
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Leather repair, dying, cleaning.
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests
tack, belts, purses. billfolds
and .many other gift items Call
753-9736
Leave raking Call today. 7594855.
Need work on your trees" Topping pruning, shaping: complete removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care 753
8536
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior

Toxtra Ceiling; caulking
and winterizing. Quality
work, 15 years experience. Call Robert
Scroggins, 436-2353.

00fINS
Commercial and Residential. Shingle and
Built-Up Roofs. Refer•nc•s, all
w•rls
guaranteed. 753451111
or 159-1859.
t remodeling your
Iic iu
house, We do it. all' Hawley
Bucy 492-8120,
Underpinning, Kool seal. and
mobile home service Call 7591608.
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING. Have
your home driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter. 753-8163. Will haul driveway white rock
and kg_Ilme, also hayeany-type„
of brown or white pea grayie,1
Also do, backhoe work 'Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Wet basement' We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call. or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 409A Paducah
MY 42001 or.call day or night
1-442-7026
Will do plumbing, heating
painting, roofing, carpentry
753-2211 or 759-1270.

56. Free Column
Free kittens. 3 or 4 months old.
Call 753-3994

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.
Open Hours
Mon. 8. Tues. 8:30-1:30
Close Wednesday
Friday 8, Saturday 8:30-12:30
753-3685

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up an those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of theledger & Times is having during the month of Octob_er to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

47-14qtat-are-the-details-of-this-saie?-Ans.The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified" page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v' Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4

8
12

S. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you iran lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to.&ar

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:

Used mini-bike, 2 Honda 50s,
2 Ballet 50's for $225 and up
Town 8 Country Yamaha, 7538078

Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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KU FALL MUTING — About 125 members of the Kentucky Corps of
Longriflemen attended the fall meeting held this weekend at Joe Keeslar's
residence. Corp members compared their flintlock rifles and listened to

lectures by North Carolina gunsmiths John Bivins and Lou Sanchez on how
to build a rifle. The corp members also dressed similar to the pioneers of
colonial times. Also included were tomahawk throwing contests (left),

several campsites(middle), rifle matches(right), blacksmith exhibitions and
a cookout.

Deaths & Funerals I Both Sides Looking For Victory

State Race Appears To Go Down To The Wire

Infant Son, Jason
Mrs. Gooch Dies
Robert Dowdy, Dies Saturday; Funeral
At Local Hospital
To Be On Tuesday
• Jason Robert Dowdy, infant
Mrs. Johnnie Alice Gooch,
son, died Saturday at 12:19 formerly of Calloway County,
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway now of Memphis, Tenn., died
County Hospital. The little boy Saturday at 11:50 p.m. at the
was born Monday, Oct. 20, at Methodist South Hospital,
the local hospital.
Memphis, Tenn. She was 82
Survivors are his mother, years of age and the wife of
Vicki L. Dowdy, and his John Gooch who died in 1968.
maternal grandparents, Mr.
The deceased was a
and Mrs. Robert Cunningham, member of the Church of
Murray Route 5; and his Christ. Born Sept. 26, 1898, in
N., father;Jinirny.DoWdy, and his Calloway County, she was the
paternal grandparents, Mr. daughter of the late Wert
'àqd Mrs. Frank Dowdy, Mur- Alderson and Betty Wilkerson
ra
Alderson.
The funeral was held SunMrs. Gooch is survived by
day at 2 p.m. at the chapel of one daughter, Mrs. Hilda
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Clyde Barkley,- and one son,
Home with the Rev. Martin Joseph H. Willis, Memphis,
Mattingly officiating.
Tenn.; step son, Billy Gooch,
Pallbearers were Danny Pup°, Ill.; sister, Mrs. Audie
Cunningham, Hal Cunn- Hurt, Murray; five grandingham, Sammy Cunn- children; two great .grandingham, and Bobby Bear. children.
Burial was in the Hicks.
The funeral will be held
Cemetery.
Tuesday at 11 a.m, at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Final rites for Laverne funeral home.
Crouse of Murray Route 8
were held Saturday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Leon Penick officiating, and the Kings Sons
By LOUISE COOK
providing the music.
Associated Press Writer
Pallbearers were Ronald
Crouse, Elvin Crouse, Marvin
Word by word, clause by
Scott, Mason McCuiston, clause and sentence by
Jerry Outland, and David sentence, the fine print in
Wyatt, active; Joe Todd, legal documents is getting
Thomas Jones, Frank Dalton, easier to understand.
Garrie Sprague, John D.
Insurance policies refer to
1,ovins, Rex Ramsey, Herbert "you" and "we" instead of the
Key, Richard Orr, and "undersigned" and the "party
Charles McCuiston, honorary. of the first part."
-••••
Burial was in the Coles
Credit agreements warn of
Camp Ground Cemetery. what happens if you don't pay
Mr. Crouse, 58, died Friday
your bills on time, instead of
at the Murray-Calloway Coun"upon failure to make any
ty Hospital.
payment herein agreed."
He is survived by his wife,
Even the federal governMrs. Robbie Bogard Crouse,
two daughters, Mrs. Amos ment is trying to make its
McCarty, Jr., and Mrs. Don regulations shorter and
Blalock, one son, Larry simpler.
The "Plain English" moveCrouse, two brothers, Z. B.
and Maurice Crouse, and six ment began about a decade
grandchildren, all of Murray ago. The insurance industry
developed standardizidibrms
alidCallb-Way-T-Mtifty.

Funeral Services
Held At Chapel
For Mr. Crouse

An AP Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In the final 10 days of the
presidential election, the Kentucky outlook appears much
the same as months ago: a
close race down to the wire.
"We're going to carry the
state," said Dale Sights of
Henderson, who heads President Carter's effort to get the
state's nine electoral votes.
"If the election were held
right now, we'd carry the
state," is the slightly more
tentative prediction by Larry
Forgy of Louisville, in charge
of Republican Ronald
Reagan's attempt to put Kentucky again in the presidential
column.
Carter won by 84,000 against
then-President Ford in -1978,
relying largely on big margins
ino the 1st District of far
western Kentucky and the 7th
in eastern Kentucky.
This time, politicians on
both sides agree that the 1st
cushion won't reach Carter's
previous 55,000, nor is the 7th
likely to return a 38,000-vote
bulge for the President.
But even such reductions

won't give Reagan the state, if
statistics four years ago are
the basis, without a surge of
some kind for him in the five
other congressional districts.
The key perhaps is in Jefferson County, where it seems
Reagan must win by a much
larger margin than Ford's
7,500 to carry Kentucky.
And in that area, there is
confusion so far.
polls 'last week by The
Louisville Times and WHAS
Radio • at. Louisville have
shown,to the surprise of many
observers, that Carter has a
considerable lead in Jefferson
County.
Forgy has scoffed at the
results, and some Democrats
concede that they go contrary
to traditional voting patterns.
. Reagan must not only seize
a big numerical advantage in,
the Louisville area, but must
clO considerably better than
Ford's 23,000-vote margin in
the 5th District, still a GOP
stronghold.
As the campaigning draws
to a climax, it looks like
Carter has the edge or
sizeable lead in the 1st, 2nd,
3rd and 7th districts, with
Reagan taking the 5th and

English Now Becomes Easier

Two Weeks Left In Band
Theatre
Ticket Sales
Only two weeks are left to
aid the Murray High School
-- 13-and in their' fund-raising
movie ticket sales. For $5.50, 2
persons will be admitted to

Livestock Market

•

.•

vi

,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API (USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2500; compared to last week's close
slaughter steers 1.00-1.50 lower;
slaughter heifers 50-1.50 lower;
slaughter cows firm to 1.00 higher;
slaughter bulls firm to 1.00 higher;
slaughter calves and vealers untested;
feeder steers steady, feeder heifer trade
sluggish, weak to 2.00 lower; choice 9501305 lb slaughter steers 66.20-67.60; good
and choice 935-1180 lb 6125-66,20; Holsteins 1150-1164 lb 61,5062.20; good 0901260 lb 60.00-6125; slaughter heifers
choice 850-1070 lb 65.50-66,80; 11 head 903
lb 67.20; good and choice 841/-976 lb 63.006550; good 910-1120 lb 62.75-63,00;'Commerical cows 4550-47.75; utility 42.0°48.75; high dressing utility 49,00-52.25;
cutter 40.50-43.10; canner and cutter
under 800 lb 38.00-41 00; slaughter bulls
grade 1 1395-1595 lb 60.25-63.00; individual 180 112 6600, grade 1.2925-1798
lb 52.00-57.50; few good and choice 130310 lb vealers 58,00-69.00; feeder steers
medium frame 1 300-4% lb 71.00-80.00;
500-705 lb 67 50-72.50; 930-975 lb 64.50
66.80; medium frame 1-2 including bulls
300-500 lb 61.00-68.50; 500-650 lb 60.00-64.00, large frame 2 including Flolsteins
350-500 lb 53 00-60 00; 500-850 lb 49.0058 50; heifers Meall1111 frame 1 390-390(5
6090.414 25; 400-500 lb 61 25-67.00; 500.550
lb 60(9)65 50, medium frame 1-2 including creep fed offerings 300
,
500 lb
47.50-60.00; medium frame 2 500-700 lb
43 00-57 50;
Hogs 1000, compared to last Thursday
barrows and gilts 75-1.000 lower, 1-2 235245 lb 47.80-48 00; 2 220-750 lb 47 75-47.75;
:24 240-260 Ii, 46.50-17 25.
; 3s 200-260-lb46 00-46 50; sows weak to 1 00 lower after
opening steady, 1-2 400-450 lb 47.00-48 00,
450-500 lb 48,00.4900, 500-680 lb 49,0049 U.few 50 50-51 00 early, utility and 3s
.30(1-40) lb 38 50-42.50, boars over 3(0) lb
f! 42 75-4725, under 300 lb 31.25-36 00
Sheep 25, untested early

any Murray Theatre feature,
a savings of 50 cents. The band
will receive $1.00 for each
ticket sold.
Tickets are available from
any band booster, band
member or at the following
locations: The Peoples Bank,
downtown, the Bank of Murray/downtown, Hopkinsville
Savings and Loan, the Murray
State University Bookstore
and the Murray State University band office.
Once purchased, the tickets.
can be used until November
30, according to Joyce
Thomas, chairman of the
movie ticket sales effort.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest alt
a.m.(NT today furnsshed to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp., of Murray
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American-Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
11S F'
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil .
liardees
Fleublein._
I.B.M.....
...•..
lerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Rig K
Pennwalt
Quaker Data,
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Wendy's

-5 93
59% -4
5 one
3894 unc
50% -As
2594 .94
-NI
res.59%
49/
1
2 -%
1964 tine
2204 +
171
/
2tang
43/
1
2 -%
2684 one
294 4-14
66,
4 -%
210.11 231.A
. 20 WIC
3% unc
27% unc
27% %
391
/
2 uric
394
-a
16/
1
218 16A

possibly the 4th and 6th enough to determine the win- various reasons. This also is a contest as a tossup.
ner in a tight contest.
"(But) we're not ahead to
minus for Carter.
districts.
Kentucky has been reflecBut Democrats have been the point where we feel comThe news that Democrats
have maintained their heavy ting the national trend for promoting the brighter side of fortable," he said. "The
registration margin over months, despite its status as a coal, pointing to the potential debate probably has put
Republicans in Kentucky, ac- border state which often does prosperity in western Ken- things a little bit on hold."
At this point, Graves said,
cording to data released last not mirror other sections of tucky under several proposed
synthetic fuel plants which he regards any Vote for Anderweek, is not necessarily an the country.
When Reagan had a __would use' tremendous son as a vote for Reagan.
automatic boon to Carter.
In the 1976 election, about 1.7
The state always has been substantial lead over Carter in amounts of state coal.
Both sides seem to have million voters were registered
overwhelmingly Democratic, earlier national polls, he also
yet has voted GOP several did over Carter in Kentucky. plenty of money to spend one in Kentucky and almosr 1.2
time in the past two decades-.- -----Now that the general outlook late promotions for-their can- million voted.
But one of the statistics is uncertain, it also is in this didates in the media, in conGenerally, a lower turnout
trast to occasional desperate helps the Republicans. In this
could bode well for Carter: state.
And economics, of prime pleas in past years to national respect, there are few
Democrats increased their
conregistration by 50,000 since the concern elsewhere, also headquarters.
gressional races which would
The telephone banks are encourage a big vote Nov. 4,
last general election while seems to be dominant in Kenbusy, the direct mailings ac- but that could be offset by
Republicans added only 13,000. tucky.
Unemployment has been tive and the routine organiza- many school board
Kentucky's toss-up status
races
and the possibility that it could high in many areas of the tion and polling are picking around the state.
state,
which
is
•feeling
the
up.
be vital to Carter and Reagan
The only congressional con"I make no predictions,"
if the national outlook also delayed backlash of the natest of note is in the 6th
tional
recession.
Forgy
said.
"Anybody
who
continues close has prompted
The drought has severly af- says the outcome is certain is District, where Republican inrecent visits by top people in
fected crops, especially in the just popping off. Nobody cumbent Larry Hopkins of
both parties..
Lexington is seeking reIn the past two' weeks, 1st District and that, coupled knows, either on a national or election against the
foe he
Reagan went to I,ouisville and with rising interest rates and a Kentucky basis."
And Sights said that he feels defeated two years ago, state
northern Kentucky, Mrs. grain embargo against Soviet
Sen. Tlim Easterly of
Carter to the Ashland area Russia, has put many farmers more upbeat about Carter's Frankfort.
.
against
Carter.
chances
in
this
state
than
he
and John Connally to eastern
In
coal
sections,
operators
has
since
the
temporary
lift
U.S.
Sen.
Wendell
Ford also
Kentucky, an indication that
neither side is taking the state' are incensed about federal after the Democratic national seeks a second term, against
regulations and have had to convention.
Republican Mary Louise
for granted.
Graves, the Carter coor- Foust in a lopsided race. Ford
However, both sides seem to lay off many miners because
'coal,
the
key
to
the
state's dinator, is among those who has been campaigning
be taking one factor for
granted: that independent economy, is not selling for do not regard the presidential vigorously for Carter.
John Anderson won't Make a
real dent in the Kentucky
results.
Anderson's followers are
gloomy about his fading in the
..
By The Associated Press
for two hours and 15 minutes, and the
national polls and failure to be
Iran's Parliament, the Majlis, continued
deputies reportedly heard a report from
included in the presidential
its debate on the fate of the'62 American
the sevenmember commission that
debate next Tuesday.
hostages this afternoon after failing to
drafted proposed terms for the release of
Charles Graves, the Carter
agree during a four-hour morning session
the Americans.
coordinator in Kentucky, said
on conditions to be set for their release, inthe Illin,is congressman will
formed sources in Tehran reported.
get no Pre than 4 percent in
It was the third secret session of the
this state — which still is
debate on the hostage issue. Tehran Radio
reported the 228-mernber Majlis also
discussed the war between Iran and Iraq
(Continued from page 11
at the morning meeting.
follow-up on past due and default ac"It is not clear when a decision will be
counts,including litigation.
reached on the hostage issue," a
Employees who work specifically
spokesman at the public relations office of
genetic engineering, of the
with total loan disbursement and collecthe Majlis said before the morning session.
psychic drugs, of organ
tion, along with other duties, include
A reporter for Pars, the Iranian news
transplants."
the following:
agency, who attended the opening session
The pope said even though
Sodie Hale, fiscal officer; Ruth Buck,
of the debate Sunday said "most proscientific knowledge has its
account collection specialist; Diane
bably" the hostage issue "will be decided
"proper laws to follow, it
McCuiston, billing clerk; Lynette
in the near future" because "it is a very
(scientific knowledge) must
Wyatt, fiscal clerk; Margaret Yuill,
important issue."
recognize above all an insurfiscal clerk; and Aileen Leslie, bookThe Majlis public relations office said
mountable limit in the respect
keeper, along with student employees.
the parliament would not meet Tuesday
of person and in the protection
With increasing numbers of accounts
because of a religious holiday and would
of his right to live in a worthy
to service and with economic conditions
decide today whether to hold a special sesway as a human being."
as they are, McDougal said demands
sion Wednesday. Its regular meeting days
"The truth is that the
are greater and increasingly more and
are Sunday,Tuesday and Thursday.
technological development ...
more effort is needed to service the loan
Moosavi Tabrizi, a deputy contacted by
suffers from a deep amaccounts.
telephone from Beirut after the first round
bivalence," he said. "While it
Murray State has been in the NDSI,
of debate Sunday, predicted it might take
allows man to take control of
program since it began in 1959. As of
a "week to 10 days" to decide the condihis own destiny, it expose him
June 30, a total of 7,295 Murray State
tions for the release of the Americans, who
to the temptation of going
students have received loans of $8.9
today were spending their 359th day in
beyond the limits of a
million.
captivity.
reasonable control of nature,
All NDSLs have been committed for
Mohammad Mohammadi, a deputy
risking the survival and inthe 1980-81 year, according to
from a party closely linked to the young
tegrity of the human person."
McDougal, but 1981-82 financial aid
Islamic militants holding the hostages,
"There is no doubt that at
packets, which include NDS1, applicasaid his faction would try to prolong the
the root of the phenomenal
tions and information, will be available
debate.
success of modern therapy are
in January, 1981. They should be filed in
The Majlis voted Sunday to hold the
the richness and efficiency of
the Student Financial Aid Office by
debate
behind
closed
doors
for
"security
drugs which are available toApril 1.
reasons." The first secret session lasted
day," the pope said.
•
.
•

Majlis Continues Debate

for auto and homeowners said, however, that formulas
policies. Banks started tilt. should be used only in conreview their loan applications. junction with other tests — by
By the end of the 1970s, the kind of people who will acrevised insurance forms were tually have to read and
in use in almost three-fourths understand the forms, and by
of the 50 states.
panels of educators and other
New York became the first experts.
state to pass a broad-based
"Plain English" law,covering
not only insurance forms but a
wide range- of other
documents. The 1978 act requires all consumer contracts
for less than $50,000 to use
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
words with "common and Pope John Paul II today warneveryday" meanings. Connec- ed of ethical dangers posed by
ticut, Maine and Hawaii now artificial insemination, birth
have similar laws, and the and fertility controls, organ
Council of State Governments transplants and new drugs.
reports that the idea is under
In a major speech on
consideration in more than a medical ethics, the pontiff
dozen other states,
said there are "alarming
The New York attorney voices" denouncing the harmgeneral'-u:-office-has brought —tut effects of "a medicine that
only one suit under the "Plain cares more for itself than for
_ English" law — a challenge to man whom it must serve."
saw readability of rules and
The pope addressed a group
regulations,issued by the Lin- of Italian physicians in a
coln Savings Bank for holders private audience at the
of safe deposit boxes. The case Vatican.
was settled, without penalty,
'Science is not the highest
when the bank agreed to value to which all the others
change its forms.
must be subordinated." he
Nathan Riley, a spokesman said. "Higher ... is the right of
for the attorney general, said individuals to their physical
the 2'z-year-old statute has and spiritual life and to their
helped consumers. "I think pyschic and functional integrithat the law has made the ty."
agreements more accessible.
Speaking '-in Italian, John
to people," he said.
Paul said, "Scientific proPlain Talk Inc., a non-profit gress ... cannot pretend to
organization set up in place itself in a sort of neutral
Washington. DC., a 'little ground."
more than a year ago to en"Ethical rules, founded in
•?gin Mt..VAT1419
.° Mr=1.
courage the' use of simple the respect of the person's
language, has prepared a dignity, must illuminate and
model law, now under con- discipline the medicine in the
sideration in the District Of research phase as well as in
"Berea College has been
BEREA, Ky. (AP) — KenColumbia.
the application of the results tucky's oldest outdoor drama, pleased with its opportunity to
Ramsey Seldin, president of achieved," he said.
"Wilderness Road," will present Paul Green's
Plain Talk, said the model
'Wildnerness Road' for live
He said doctors must con- discontinue production.
statute would cover all con- sider "the implicit danger to
The trustees of Berea Col- audiences over a period of 13
sumer contracts, small man's right to life of such lege voted this weekend to end summers. Nearly 500,000 perbusiness agreements and discoveries in the field of ar- the play because of heavy sons have seen the drama and
district regulations. It would tificial insemination, birth and financial losses. Earlier the understood aspects of the colapply to all consumer con- fertility control and hiberna- college agreed to put the In- lege's purposes. We ap'79 Chev. Monte Carlo
tracts involving amounts up to tion, of retarded death, of .dian Fort Theater and preciated the cooperative ef2
Dr.,
Black
with red interior with bucket
community
$100,000 and to all consumer
forts
of
the
local
Wilderness Road production
real estate transacl ions,
seats, PS, PB, air, wire wheel covers, AMproperties under the control of and the hard work of the staff
regardless of price. Violators Federal-State Market News
Madisoo Drama Inc., so the and actors over the years.
FM, 8-track stereo. Approx. 21,000.
Service Ocwould face a $50,000 penalty.
"It is with appreciation and
tober 27, 1900
civil war drama could conKentucky
Purchase
Area
Hog
Market
$5,800.00
has
college
regret that the
Reformers still face one pro- Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
tinue under new sponsorship.
to terminate
decided
blem,: How simple is simple Receipts Act 2295 Est 450 Barrows &
But that fell through.
Gilts .25- 50 lower Sows 1.062.00 lower
enough?
"Unfortunately, the finan- 'Wilderness Road.' Even good
US 1-2 210-240 lbs
846 25-46 75
Some states rely on US 2 210-250 .
- • 84090-40,50
gial burdens for the drama programs have a termination,
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine G VI
US
2-3
240-2601bs.
•
945.0346.00
Ports.
readability 'formulas, coun- US 2-4 260-280 lba.
assoCiation were insurmoun- and financial losses cannot be,
ting words and syllables to Sows
table," said Willis D. Weather- igaored. Our thanks go to all
1-2 270-350 lbs
937 00-40 00
• 753-2617
decide whether something can US
ford, president of Berea Col- those who have helped
441 Simile
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
639.0642.00
•
be understood by a person of a US 1-3 450-500 lbs
!Wilderness Road' to be an ar- •
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